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ABSTRACT
The hazard originating from the use of nuclear materials in various areas of the soci-
ety necessitates a number of experimental techniques for controlling and increasing the
safety connected to radioactive substances.
The following thesis is divided into two parts, representing different aspects to the de-
tection of radiation effects.
The first part aims at investigating radiation-induced material damage of steel alloys
that may potentially be used in future Generation IV systems. Concepts like the LFR or
SFR will operate under higher temperature and radiation levels than in present LWR and
detailed knowledge on the material integrity under high level conditions is important for
the performance of the major safety barrier and thus the safety of a nuclear power plant.
Ion-irradiation is used to simulate neutron-induced damage and the microstructure of
the samples is investigated with the help of Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy
with the Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam. A study regarding problems and challenges of
ion-irradiation experiments is included. Additionally, depth profiling for the calibration
of the measurement setup is performed.
The second part aims at experimental and computational methods for purposes of Nu-
clear Safeguards and Emergency Preparedness, respectively. The chapter on safeguards
measurements treats two of the major issues within the field, namely spent fuel and nu-
clear forensics. Firstly, an independent method for investigations of the boron content
in a PWR spent fuel pool is presented, demonstrating how liquid scintillator detectors
can be applied for estimations of the relative amount of neutrons absorbed in H and
B. Secondly, HPGe measurements on strong Am-sources are performed for a qualitative
analysis of inherent impurities to be used as signatures for the identification of unknown
sources, helpful to forensic investigations.
The chapter on emergency preparedness summarizes the computational work that was
performed for simulations of source distributions in human phantoms. The IRINA voxel
phantom is presented and Monte Carlo simulations for comparisons to the IGOR voxel
phantom and the ICRP reference adult male voxel phantom are made for different dis-
tributions of Co and La in the human body.
Keywords: radiation-induced material damage; positron lifetime; pulsed beam; depth
profiling; nuclear safeguards; orphan sources; Monte Carlo; voxel phantom; whole body
counting
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Foreword
Radiation - out of control or under control?
The following thesis consists of three main topics, divided into two parts, that all
deal with certain aspects of radiation. These three topics are Material Sciences
(Part I), Nuclear Safeguards and Emergency Preparedness (Part II).
Safeguards is a field of research that partly concentrates on detector technologies
to help prevent the unauthorized spreading of fissile material. Thus, safeguards
deal with the control of radiation! In order for radiation to be under control, it is nec-
essary to understand the behavior of a material upon irradiation and whether its
radiation resistance can be ensured despite certain property changes. If handled
carelessly or if protective materials deteriorate, radiating sources can get out of
control. Radiation protection and emergency preparedness measures are then
needed to minimize the effects of environmental or internal contamination.
Radiation
In physics, radiation is defined as the emission of energy as electromagnetic
waves or subatomic particles [1]. The discovery of ionizing radiation by H. Bec-
querel (1852 - 1908) in 1896 did not only lead to the 1903 Physics Nobel Prize in
Physics [2] but to great developments in science as well as knowledge helping to
understand mysteries of our universe.
Low-energetic light, i.e. all wavelengths beyond the ultra-violet range, is con-
sidered to be non-ionizing and interaction with matter involves mainly thermal
processes. It is the category of ionizing radiation that often spuriously creates
fear and confusion. The different types of directly or indirectly ionizing radia-
tion are, to varying extent, crucial for the topics presented in this thesis and are
listed as:
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• alpha radiation (α) and other heavy charged particles;
• beta radiation (β), especially positrons (β+);
• gamma radiation (γ);
• neutron radiation (n).
Subatomic particles and heavy ions deposit their energy primarily by means
of Coulomb interactions and collisions until finally absorbed by the interacting
medium. The comparatively short range of particle radiation is, except for the
case of neutrons, determined by each particle’s mass and charge. Radiation in the
form of high-energetic electromagnetic waves (γ) deposits its energy in a char-
acteristic manner and over comparatively long distances. Neutrons on the other
hand have no charge and interact with matter primarily through collisions with
other nuclei. The range of neutrons in matter is long which is due to their low
scattering probability at high energies.
Radioactivity is defined as the ability of an atom to emit radiation and is often
observed in connection with the decay of an unstable isotope to a more favorable
state. Unstable nuclei disintegrate by β-emission or electron capture; very heavy
ones emit α-particles or may even undergo spontaneous fission. Principally ev-
ery decay leaves an excited atom behind which in turn decays to the ground state
by γ-emission. The strength of a radioactive source, i.e. its activity, is described
by the amount of disintegrations per second. It is measured in Bq and decreases
exponentially with time:
A(t) = A0 · exp−λt (1)
Every possible decay is characterized by an isotope-specific decay constant λ
from which it is possible to calculate the half-life T1/2. The decay path, its respec-
tive half-life and certain characteristic energies of all known isotopes are sum-
marized in the ”Chart of Nuclides”, cf. Fig. 5.1 [3].
Radiation in the form of background radiation is present everywhere! On earth,
there are principally two sources contributing to background exposure:
• Natural radioactivity originates from space, soil and living organisms that
accumulate small quantities of radioactive isotopes. Between 50 and 100%
of the annual background is considered to come from natural sources where
significant variations are caused by altitude and geology.
• The remaining sources to background radiation are man-made and result
mainly from X-ray technology and other medical applications. Less than
0.1% of all man-made sources are considered to originate from nuclear power
and atomic bomb testing where differences may occur due to the near of
nuclear sites or contaminated areas [4].
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Figure 1: The nuclide chart contains several decay characteristics for all known isotopes. The
color of each tile indicates the type of decay for the corresponding nuclide as well as its specific
half-life and relevant energies. [3]
Exposure to elevated levels of ionizing radiation, whether natural or artificial,
may pose a significant health risk to living organisms which is why radiation
safety has become a major concern of nuclear technologies like power produc-
tion, waste management and medical applications. While activity measures the
strength of a given radioactive source, the concept of dose attempts to relate a
source’s physical properties to radiation effects in the interacting medium. The
absorbed dose, measured in Gy, is the amount of energy deposited by any kind
of radiation per unit mass. The equivalent dose, given in Sv, accounts for the bi-
ological effect of absorbed dose. This is done by multiplication with a weighing
factor which changes with regard to the kind of radiation due to differing interac-
tion characteristics. Lastly, an organ-specific tissue weighing factor is necessary
for defining the effective dose, also in Sv, absorbed by living organisms [5].
The basic principles of radiation protection strive towards limiting the effects
of the effective dose by shielding, distance and duration. Shielding procedures
may vary for different types of radiation since energy deposition mechanisms
depend on radiation-specific interaction probabilities. The dose received from a
radioactive source follows the inverse-square law by distance and safety mea-
sures often include remote handling. Finally, the duration of exposure to radia-
tion should be kept at a minimum and with respect to the principle of ”ALARA”
(As Low As Reasonably Achievable). Even if the human senses are not sensi-
tive to ionizing radiation, it is generally very easy to detect any kind of nuclear
radiation with the help of detectors.
3
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Material Sciences
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CHAPTER
1
Sustainability through Nuclear?!
Our planet has always been and will always be a place of great change. Just
that about 250 years ago, with the start of the industrial revolution, society and
science developed in a way not seen before. Since 1800, the world population has
quickly grown from approximately 1 to more than 7 billion people as of today
and this development does not yet seem to slow down significantly [6, 7].
Cities are growing, transport is fast and far, politics and economy are world-
wide and so are industries and agriculture. In the Western World, daily demands
such as clean water, regular and diverse food supply, hygienic needs and proper
health, are out of doubt for most people even though those things require lots
of resources behind the scenes. But even more luxurious parts of daily life have
become a basic need!
Do we question the use of electric light and the need for a refrigerator? What
about heating or cooling the places we live and work at? Could we honestly be
without remote communication and broadcasted information?
Our dependency on energy in the form of electricity necessitates large-scale pro-
duction and hand-in-hand with power plant development, materials for safe
construction and reliable maintenance, all under consideration of social and en-
vironmental aspects, have to be developed to secure our daily needs.
Life no longer is a matter of survival only. Instead, nature struggles with the
consequences of our acting and eventually will ”pay back” somehow. Since a few
decades back, climate researchers predict a parallel between increased human ac-
tivity and greenhouse gas emissions that might accelerate climate change [8, 9].
An obvious cause for elevated levels of carbon dioxide and methane in the at-
mosphere is said to arise from combustion processes such as used for electricity
7
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of the population growth throughout the last two millennia. According to
the UN Secretariat, the world population continues to increase until 2050 at least. [6, 7]
generation. For instance, countries like India, China and South Africa power
themselves by 70, 80 and 90% from coal combustion, respectively [10]. It is pre-
dicted that the world population will continue to grow and with it the need for
electric energy and if living standards shall continue to improve, especially in
developing countries, decreasing the supply of electricity is not an option. If
climate change really is due to human activity there is no time to lose and the
amount of greenhouse gas emissions has to be reduced as soon as possible.
Apart from a number of ethical issues related to climate change, electricity
and population, the energy sector may partly find a solution to the problems in
the use of smart technology [11,12]. This, on the other hand, depends strongly on
social awareness, personal engagement, long-term politics and investments. It is
absolutely necessary to get away from fossil fuels for the production of electricity
but neither hydro, wind or solar power are optimal solutions everywhere on the
planet. Here, nuclear power could play a key role!
Present nuclear reactors have a high power density and are reliable and safe in
relation to risks from other large-scale industrial facilities. Also, life cycle emis-
sions are minimal compared to other energy sources and need to be taken into
account when discussing electricity production and its impact on the climate.
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However, the world’s nuclear fleet is turning old and most existing units face
their shut-down in the next 10-30 years [13]. Building and maintaining nuclear
power plants is expensive and complicated in terms of legal and political as-
pects. The public acceptance for the nuclear industry is generally very low and
even though we have been producing large amounts of nuclear waste for more
than 50 years the question on how to deal with it is not yet solved. But several
countries have once again realized the benefits of nuclear power and are building
or planning new units of the third generation of power reactors.
Furthermore, research is going on towards a new generation of fission reac-
tors. Today, the six reactor concepts appointed by the Generation IV International
Forum (GIF) only exist on the drawing board [14, 15]. They are designed to be
inherently safe and the nuclear fuel is supposed to be used in a more efficient
manner, reducing the amount of waste to be taken care of. To meet these features
as well as proliferation resistance, light water does no longer act as moderator
and/or coolant. Ahead of that, researchers envision an all-inclusive plant that
produces fuel, generates electricity and handles waste all at once.
Most of the proposed designs are considered to be used as breeding reactors,
thus exhibiting a fast neutron spectrum. This in turn leads to much higher radia-
tion doses than what is known from commercial Generation 2 and 3/3+ reactors.
Furthermore, the operation temperature is substantially increased in most cases
and chemical interactions between materials within the core have to be taken
into consideration. It will take several years for commercial Generation IV sys-
tems to be put in operation safely since many issues still have to be solved. In the
following chapters, aspects regarding possible materials for large, structural core
components that will be subject to high irradiation and temperature are touched
upon.
9
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CHAPTER
2
Radiation Damage
The environment that is found in any nuclear power reactor is characterized
by high temperatures and strong radiation, all in combination with mechani-
cal forces and chemical reactions of various kinds. The magnitudes of the above
clearly depend on where in the reactor observations are made but all are inter-
dependent and put high demands on the materials used. Research regarding
the effects of radiation on condensed matter is an important topic within nuclear
material science and helps to guarantee safe reactor operation over long periods
of time. The fission process releases enormous amounts of energy and results in
particle fluxes of α, β, γ, massive ions and neutrons. These fluxes move through
different parts of the reactor in form of radiation and interact with the materials
in various ways. The interaction mechanisms may differ strongly for each par-
ticle category and in the field of reactor material research, lattice damage due to
neutrons presents one of the most important subjects [16, 17].
The steel alloys studied within this thesis are probable candidates for struc-
tural components and may be used for constructing the reactor pressure vessel
and core internals for future reactor systems. In contemporary light water re-
actors (LWR), the neutrons are thermalized and reflected back into the core in
an efficient manner and the flux to the walls of the pressure vessel remains low
enough to guarantee a safe operational reactor lifetime of 40 years and longer.
Breeder or GenIV reactors require higher neutron energies and fluxes to reach
criticality which in turn has an effect on material properties with respect to ra-
diation resistance. Improved vessel materials have to be developed since doses
are expected to be as much as approximately 10 times higher than in thermal
reactors [18–20].
11
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One can consider four major categories when discussing the effects of radia-
tion on matter [21]. Effects such as impurity production and atom displacement
are the most relevant categories for reactor material research where severe struc-
tural changes of core components have the ability to adventure nuclear safety.
The remaining categories - ionization and heat deposition - do not contribute sig-
nificantly to the study of metals and alloys in nuclear reactors but play a very im-
portant role when discussing interaction mechanisms between radiation and liv-
ing tissue or electro-sensitive materials such as semi-conductors and polymers.
The ability of ionization to break chemical bonds increases with the decreas-
ing strength of a molecular formation which is why ionization is a substantial
aspect of radiation damage to biological organisms. The heat produced in one
fission event is deposited within the fuel by as much as 84% and leads to very
localized thermal effects. Thus, radiative heat deposition does not contribute
significantly to the damage produced in core internals other than the fuel itself.
Fission fragments and fission gases like He (α particles) or H (protons) act on a
short range and cause atom displacements as well as direct impurities merely in
the vicinity of their point of creation, i.e. the fuel.
The effects of neutron radiation though can be seen throughout all parts of the
reactor and the availability of strong neutron fluxes contributes to material re-
search in a unique way. The neutron energy spreads over a wide spectrum and
due to the absence of electric charge, neutrons travel long distances despite their
high mass. They interact by scattering on other nuclei and can only be stopped
by absorption.
Primarily, ballistic collisions between energetic neutrons and nuclei are elastic
and the neutron energy after one scattering event, E ′, can be calculated by
E ′ =
1
2
E · [(1 + α) + (1− α) · cos(θ)] (2.1)
where E is the energy prior to collision with the scattering angle θ and α is de-
fined as
α =
(
(A− 1)
(A+ 1)
)2
(2.2)
with A being the atomic mass number of the scattered nucleus [22].
The maximum fractional energy loss after one collision equals (1 − α) and is
only dependent on the mass of the scattering center. The average logarithmic
energy decrement per collision is defined as
ξ = 1− (A− 1)
2
2A
· ln
(
A+ 1
A− 1
)
(2.3)
and decreases as A increases [23]. It turns out that the average number of colli-
sions for equal amounts of energy loss is directly proportional to the mass of the
scattered nucleus, cf. Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Average number of collisions as a function of atomic mass for the slowing down of
neutrons from 2 MeV to 30 eV.
Considering that neutrons in a nuclear reactor exhibit a wide energy spec-
trum, it becomes obvious that large amounts of energy may be transferred in
subsequent collisions with other nuclei. This is taken advantage of when mod-
erating neutrons - a necessary process for sustaining the fission chain reaction -
but for other materials that encounter neutron radiation, it puts great demands
on material properties and their performance.
The effects of radiation damage due to atom displacement are related to three
major categories of microscopic point defects: vacancies, interstitials and dislo-
cations. A neutron that escapes the reactor core eventually interacts with the sur-
rounding pressure vessel by colliding with nuclei of the atomic lattice. If the en-
ergy transferred in one collision exceeds a certain threshold energy Ed ≤ E −E ′,
the neutron causes atom displacement of the struck lattice atom which then is
entitled Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA) [24, 25]. When a PKA leaves its initial
position, a vacancy is left behind, i.e. an empty space within the lattice. When
it comes to rest, it is terminated and turns into an interstitial atom. Vacancies
and interstitials always come in pairs and one such formation is often related to
as Frenkel pair. If instead the regular structure of a crystal-arrangement is de-
formed, layers of several misplaced atoms are formed. These are considered as
dislocations and are often formed upon mechanical work on the material.
The displacement energy Ed for steels and alloys, such as used for the reac-
tor pressure vessel, is around 25 to 40 eV and one fast neutron (Ekin ∼ 1 MeV)
has the ability to create several hundred PKAs on its path through the mate-
rial. If the energy of such a PKA is sufficiently large, it may create secondary
and tertiary knock-on atoms leading to displacement cascades [24]. Apart from
that one neutron has the ability to create numerous Frenkel pairs, vacancies and
13
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of typical microscopic lattice defects [26].
interstitials have individual kinematic properties that allow for clustering and re-
combination. The migration of point defects and their aggregates is temperature-
dependent and creates macroscopic damage such as depletion zones, voids, cav-
ities and replacement collisions [27].
A neutron may finally be terminated when absorbed by a lattice atom which
in cases may even lead to the activation of the nucleus1. The absorption of the
neutron creates a direct impurity which affects the lattice structure and material
characteristics due to changes of the atomic composition.
2.1 Damage Correlation
In order to guarantee a material’s performance and integrity in a nuclear envi-
ronment, it is important to understand the development of defects upon irra-
diation and temperature since long-time exposure can lead to serious material
failure due to effects like swelling, creep, embrittlement or cracking. There is a
number of parameters that are used to correlate these types of macroscopic dam-
age to irradiation characteristics such as radiation type and energy, particle flux,
1Activation is the creation of a radioactive isotope that moves towards a stable state through a chain of
decays
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temperature and initial microstructure [28, 29].
The most common parameter that tries to relate radiation dose to the damage
caused by it, is the unit dpa which is the average number of displacements per
atom. The concept of dpa is regularly applied to limit operational lifetimes of
different reactor components, even if damage correlation is far more complex
than only by the number of atoms displaced from their initial lattice site.
The amount of dpa cannot be measured directly and has to be calculated by
numerical and/or analytical methods. Tools, that are commonly applied to quan-
tify the damage achieved by varying sources of radiation, follow random particle
trajectories individually so that numerical integration or probability analysis is
performed by Monte Carlo calculations. One widely-used program package for
research related to ion implantation is SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Mat-
ter) [30, 31]. The ”TRansport of Ions in Matter” is simulated by the sub-program
TRIM and is the most comprehensive part of SRIM. It includes basic physical
models on material damage that can be associated to primary mechanisms of en-
ergy loss and any source of radiation (neutrons, ions, α, β, γ) can be defined as
projectile. In context with this thesis, SRIM was used as a tool for estimating the
range of Fe-ions in FeCr. However, phenomena related to the mobility of individ-
ual defects and clusters or the crystalline structure of the target material are not
taken into account by the code. Instead, MD (molecular dynamics) simulations
in combination with analytical solutions to the theory of atom displacement may
help to understand defect behavior in a detailed, more realistic manner [32].
The number of atom displacements during a certain period of irradiation, t,
can be calculated according to [24, 27]
dpa =
Rd · t
N
(2.4)
Taking neutron irradiation as an example, the displacement rate, Rd, is propor-
tional to the number of target atoms, N , with its dependance on neutron energy,
En, being expressed through the displacement cross-section σd(En) and the neu-
tron flux φ(En):
Rd = N · σd(En) · φ(En) (2.5)
Since the displacement cross-section ideally accounts for the production of
a PKA and the subsequent displacement cascade, it may describe a very com-
plex interaction pattern so that simplifications to the elementary displacement
theory become necessary in order to approximate the dose needed to achieve a
certain level of damage. A model that is often referred to in the context of neu-
tron irradiation is the one by Kinchin and Pease which primarily assumes that all
displacements happen upon elastic two-body collisions. Then, Rd will be given
as
Rd = N · λ En
4Ed
σel(En) · φ(En) (2.6)
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and the average number of atom displacements becomes
dpa = λ
En
4Ed
σel · φ(En) · t (2.7)
with the elastic scattering cross-section, σel, being weekly dependent on En and
λ = (4A/(1 + A))2 (only valid for neutrons).
A number of modifications can be made to the K-P-model in order to relax some
of its basic assumptions, including a more detailed treatment of the displacement
cross-section. This, as well as a closer look at the basics of MD simulations, is out
of the scope of this short overview. Damage correlation is very complex and
theoretical as well as experimental approaches are under constant development.
2.2 Simulating Neutron Damage with Heavy Ions
Numerical calculations and in-depth simulations of neutron damage may re-
veal good knowledge on the principal behavior of defects for ideal materials
but they lack experimental insights that are needed to prove theoretical models.
The change of material characteristics and structures due to neutron radiation is
a well studied topic. The experimental understanding is, however, limited by
the availability of high yield neutron sources which is especially interesting in
GenIV material research.
A large amount of samples for the study of neutron damage may be obtained
from current LWRs but the thermal energy spectrum as well as comparatively
low dose-rates and irradiation temperatures are drawbacks when trying to pre-
dict material behavior in a GenIV environment. Even if there are research re-
actors that offer a fast neutron spectrum, the problem of achieving high doses
within a respectable time frame remains. Several examples from literature sug-
gest that the dose-rate influences defect evolution to a greater extent than the
total received dose [33–36]. Another major drawback of neutron irradiation is
the activation of the material which makes sample handling enormously more
difficult due to radiation protection routines.
A method that is applied to avoid disadvantageous properties of neutron irra-
diation experiments is to emulate neutron damage with the help of ions [37, 38].
There is a huge number of so-called accelerators that are widely used to create
beams of heavy, charged particles. The diversity of former, present and future
accelerators is reflected within the technology necessary to achieve ever increas-
ing requirements on ion energy, research field and application. One of the most
well-known accelerators of the present is the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) at
CERN which uses ultrarelativistic protons for particle physics research.
Much simpler setups than the LHC are widely used to accelerate heavy ions
to energies of magnitude MeV (maximum energy depends on ion mass). An ion
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beam is easily adjusted by magnetic and electric fields so that the particle energy
and thus penetration depth can be controlled in an efficient manner. The flux
of ions can be tuned and very high irradiation doses may be achieved within a
rather short time-frame.
While neutrons interact with matter more or less only by ballistic collisions
(hard-sphere), charged particles interact with the atomic lattice of a material pri-
marily on the base of Coulomb forces [39]. At high initial ion energies, the loss of
kinetic energy is governed by inelastic scattering of the impinging ion with elec-
trons of the medium and is referred to as electronic stopping. As the ion energy
decreases, the probability for elastic scattering with nuclei of the material lattice,
referred to as nuclear stopping, increases and allows for the production of re-
coil atoms. Recoils that receive a sufficient amount of energy are then displaced
from their initial lattice position and may form displacement cascades and lattice
defects similar to the processes described for neutron irradiation [40].
The charge-dependent energy loss mechanisms observed in ion-matter inter-
actions result in a much shorter range of ions in matter than what neutrons have.
But even if the created damage cascades may be of similar type and size, their
inhomogeneous distribution in the near-surface region of the irradiated material
give rise to microchemical and microstructural effects that may be different than
if originating from neutrons [41].
The radiation-induced damage to a material lattice is usually quantified by dpa,
i.e. the total number of ”ballistic” displacements per atom, cf. eq.2.7. Describ-
ing damage in the case of charged particles, with the superior probability for
Coulomb interactions, emphasizes the need to consider the distribution of recoil
atoms resulting from any non-ballistic collision with the lattice.
The total number of primary recoil atoms (equivalent to PKA) created upon
irradiation depends on the mass and energy of the impinging particle as well
as the target material. As previously outlined, energy transfer in excess of Ed
may lead to radiation damage in form of atom displacements. The fraction of
recoils with energies larger than Ed is known as the primary recoil spectrum and
the damage energy ED that is produced in a recoil leads to the production of
defects and subsequent cascades by atom displacements upon elastic collisions.
The damage energy is a measure for the number of produced defects and by
weighting the primary recoil spectrum with the damage energy produced by a
recoil atom of particular energy, the distribution of damage over a certain energy
range can be identified. The so-called ”weighted average” recoil spectrum then
gives the number of recoils that are produced by the incoming particle of energy
Ei and is written as,
W (Ei, T ) =
1
ED(Ei)
∫ T
Ed
σ(Ei, T
′)ED(T ′)dT ′ (2.8)
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where
ED(Ei) =
∫ Tmax
Ed
σ(Ei, T
′)ED(T ′)dT ′ (2.9)
with σ(Ei, T ) being the energy transfer cross section for the production of a re-
coil with energy T , Ed the displacement threshold energy, Tmax the maximum
energy transferred in a collision, ED(Ei) the damage energy/number of defects
produced by the incoming particle and ED(T ) the damage energy/number of
defects produced by the primary recoil of energy T [42, 43].
Due to the structure of σ, there are two extremes to W (Ei, T ) for either Coulomb
or hard-sphere interactions. While neutrons merely interact by ballistic colli-
sions, protons lose almost all their energy in Coulomb interactions which tend to
create many low-energetic PKAs. In the case of heavy ions, the Coulomb poten-
tial is screened and the repulsive force that is being ”felt” between the interacting
particles increases with ion mass, i.e. charge. The nuclear stopping power then
exceeds the electronic stopping power which results in a hard-sphere type in-
teraction. Consequently, irradiation with heavy-ions creates fewer PKAs than
light-ions do but with higher energies. Subsequent displacement cascades lead
to material damage in the form of large clusters that are, with increasing ion
mass, regarded as comparable to neutron-induced damage [44].
To summarize, displacement mechanisms and interaction probabilities vary for
different particles, dose rates and irradiation temperatures which makes it very
difficult to compare radiation effects on matter. The dpa-unit tries to measure
damage but is unfortunately not directly applicable for comparing different ra-
diation sources since the created defects and their spatial distribution are not the
same for all displacement cascades. Consequently, 1 dpa of heavy ion-irradiation
has not the same effect as 1 dpa of neutron irradiation. The evolution of mi-
croscopic lattice defects into macroscopic damage contains detailed studies on
migration, recombination or clustering and lead to phenomena observed in the
form of embrittlement, cracking, phase transitions or swelling. However, the
following piece of research only concentrates on a very little area of material
sciences and does not aim at damage morphology. For a deeper analysis of ra-
diation damage, the interested reader is advised to additional literature such as
given by some of the references in this chapter [24, 41, 45].
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Positrons
”What sort of nonsense is this you’re writing about in the papers?” [46]
comment by Ed McMillan on Carl D. Anderson’s article ”The apparent existence
of easily deflectable positives”, 1932 [47]
3.1 History and Common Use
In the early 1900’s, physics was subject to change due to the upcoming of quan-
tum mechanics. Throughout the following decades, great physicists formed
modern theories leading to applications that once were impossible to imagine.
Since 1928, theoretical considerations on quantum mechanics by Paul Dirac (1902
- 1984) proposed the existence of a positive electron charge [48,49] and in 1931 he
published a paper [50], indirectly asking for experiments capable of validating
the predicted anti-electron:
”[It] would appear to us as a particle with a positive energy and a pos-
itive charge [...] Subsequent investigations, however, have shown that
this particle necessarily has the same mass as an electron and also that,
if it collides with an electron, the two will have a chance of annihilat-
ing one another [...] [It] would be a new kind of particle, unknown to
experimental physics [...] We should not expect to find any of them
in nature [...] but if they could be produced experimentally in high
vacuum they would be [...] amenable to observation.”
Finally in 1933, the editors of ”Physical Review” received a paper that revolu-
tionized particle physics since it proofed the existence of anti-matter [51]. Carl
D. Anderson (1905 - 1991) summarized his measurements as such:
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”To date, out of a group of 1300 photographs of cosmic-ray tracks 15
of these show positive particles penetrating the lead, none of which
can be ascribed to particles with a mass as large as that of a proton,
thus establishing the existence of positive particles of unit charge and
of mass small compared to that of a proton.”
As one of the youngest Nobel Laureates ever, Anderson received the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1936 for his discovery of the positron [52]. Being the electron’s anti-
particle, the positron carries a positive unity-charge and interacts with matter in
the same way as an electron does and, additionally, through annihilation. In the
original experiment, positrons were created from highly-energetic γ-rays by pair-
production but when Ire`ne (1897 - 1956) and Fre´de´ric (1900 - 1958) Joliot-Curie
discovered ”artificial radioactivity” in 1934, another source of positron radiation
was found [53]. In a proton-rich, unstable nucleus one proton might be converted
into a neutron while emitting a positron. This process is widely known as β+-
decay and presents a common and simple way of producing free positrons for
experimental use.
p→ n+ β+ + νe (3.1)
The nuclide chart presents a huge amount of such sources but only few iso-
topes are of interest for positron applications. Within the field of oncology, PET
(Positron Emission Tomography) is a widely used tool that exploits positrons for
imaging purposes making it possible to locate tumors and even cancer metas-
tases. Other medical fields involving positrons for both clinical needs and re-
search are neuroimaging, cardiology and pharmacokinetics.
Besides studies involving living tissue, the interaction of positrons with con-
densed matter is interesting for the area of material research where special em-
phasis lies on defect studies and surface physics [54]. Related experiments that
exploit positrons started to develop in the 1940s and today, there exists a num-
ber of several techniques that are, for example, capable of determining the size
and/or concentration of positron-sensitive lattice defects present in condensed
material or its surface thus allowing to study microscopic material properties.
Common techniques involving positrons for non-destructive material testing are
[55]:
• Positron Annihilation-Induced Auger-Electron Spectroscopy;
• Angular Correlation of Annihilation Radiation;
• Doppler Broadening Spectroscopy;
• Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy;
• Reemitted Positron (or Positronium) Spectroscopy.
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Transmission Positron Microscopy (TPM) and variations of it are other non-
destructive testing devices with properties similar to TEM (Transmission Elec-
tron Microscopy). Furthermore, positrons are applied to study astrophysics or
plasma phenomena and if the ILC (International Large Collider) becomes reality
they may even help to confirm and deepen our knowledge on the Higgs boson.
3.2 Positron Interactions with Matter
The positron is the anti-particle to the electron. Both are elementary particles of
equal mass and spin but carry opposite charge and magnetic moment and hence,
positrons move in the opposite direction when subject to electric or magnetic
fields. A free positron is stable in vacuum where confinement as well as motion
control is achieved through electromagnetical fields.
Table 3.1: Basic properties of the electron and its anti-particle.
elementary mass spin charge magnetic
particle moment
e+ 9.109e-31 kg 1/2 -1 e -1 µ
e− 9.109e-31 kg 1/2 +1 e +1 µ
In general, positrons interact with condensed matter in the same way as elec-
trons do. Highly-energetic particles mainly lose their energy by Coulomb inter-
actions (elastic scattering) whereas excitation and ionization (inelastic scattering)
are the dominant mechanisms of energy loss for particles with intermediate or
low energy. Another channel for interaction occurs at very high particle ener-
gies in the form of bremsstrahlung. Every positron, regardless of energy, will
face its termination through annihilation which is the most distinctive kind of
interaction between anti-matter and matter.
The term ”an-nihil-ation” originates from the Latin word ”nihil” which trans-
lates to ”nothing” and ”annihilare” literally means ”to bring to nothing”. But
thanks to A. Einstein (1879 - 1955) we know that nothing just disappears with-
out a trace! In physics, the annihilation process is energy- and momentum-
conserving and quantum numbers as well as charge of the involved particles add
up to zero. The most favorable annihilation path for an electron-positron pair is
the conversion into two photons of nearly equal wavelength. Here, the kinetic
energy of the center-of-mass system is very close to zero and according to the
rest mass of the positron/electron, each photon receives approximately 511 MeV.
Triple-photon ejection is possible as well as Positronium formation under certain
conditions. In accelerators, where energies up to several TeV are achieved, it is
even possible to create heavy bosons from electron-positron collisions (such as
W+W− pairs, Z and probably Higgs).
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The typical interaction chain of a positron encountering condensed matter is
characterized by a few material-specific parameters. A positron that reaches the
surface of a solid may either be back-scattered into the surrounding medium or
penetrate the material up to a certain depth (penetration depth). Immediately
after entering the material, the positron is quickly brought into thermal equilib-
rium with its surroundings by subsequent scattering mechanisms. This process
leads to an exponential implantation profile that can be approximated by the
Makhovian depth distribution function [56, 57]:
p(z, E) =
m · zm−1
zm0
exp
[
−
(
z
z0
)m]
(3.2)
Here, z is the depth within the material as achieved by positrons of energyE and
z0 is calculated by
z0 =
AEn
ρ · Γ( 1
m
+ 1)
(3.3)
n, m and A are material-dependent, empirical parameters, Γ is the gamma-
function and ρ is the density.
The thermalization time is in the range of a few pico-seconds which means that
the slowing down of positrons can be considered to be instantaneous. Once
thermalized, positrons will diffuse through the material until they annihilate
[58, 59]. While implantation is a rather straight forward process that mostly
depends on initial particle energy, diffusion is primarily affected by tempera-
ture where particle motion is of random-walk character [60, 61]. If the initial
positron energy is below 30 keV, positrons might back-diffuse to the surface
which may lead to re-emission from the bulk material, positronium formation
or surface annihilation. The theoretical value for the positron diffusion length is
on the order of 100 nm and seems to be in contradiction to the Makhov model for
low-energetic positrons and experimental measurements of positron deposition.
Thus it is difficult to determine the total penetration depth and point of annihila-
tion which creates one of the challenges within slow-positron measurements and
depth profiling.
3.2.1 Positron Lifetime
One important positron parameter defines the time between the start of positron-
matter-interaction and final annihilation - the positron annihilation lifetime. In
metals, there are usually two different modes of annihilation that quantify the
positron lifetime:
Free annihilation determines the mean or bulk lifetime of a positron in a well-
defined, defect-free atomic lattice.
Trapped annihilation increases the lifetime due to positron trapping in lattice
defects [62, 63]. Vacancies, dislocations and their aggregates change the atomic
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lattice in a way as to attract positive charges and thus present traps for positrons
that enter a defected solid.
The positron lifetime varies, depending on the type of material and presence
of defect structures, between approximately 110 ps up to a couple of ns. Since
the time scales covered by thermalization and diffusion are on the order of a few
pico-seconds only, these processes do not affect the positron lifetime. A num-
ber of experimental and simulated values for the positron annihilation lifetime
for some elements of the periodic system are presented in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 [64].
Where applicable, lifetime values for free and for trapped annihilation can be
found, i.e. bulk lifetime and mono-vacancy lifetime, respectively. A mono-
vacancy terms the removal of an atom from the lattice site which reduces the
electron density locally and creates an attractive potential for positively-charged
particles. If a positron encounters such a region, it may be trapped within the de-
fect in a way as to delay its annihilation with the surrounding valence electrons,
generating at least one more lifetime component which is larger than the bulk
lifetime.
A generally smaller delay is also found for defects created by dislocation struc-
tures where the electron density is reduced due to the misplacement of lattice
sites. However, trapping is only possible if the dislocation-type defect is large
enough since no atoms are removed from the lattice, cf. Fig. 2.2.
Figure 3.1: Experimental lifetime values for the bulk and mono-vacancy state for some elements.
In each tile of the graphic, the top value represents the positron lifetime of the defect-free bulk
material, τbulk and the bottom value is the lifetime for positron trapping in a mono-vacancy,
τvacancy . [64]
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Figure 3.2: Calculated lifetime values for the bulk and mono-vacancy state for some elements.
In each tile of the graphic, the top value represents the positron lifetime of the defect-free bulk
material, τbulk and the bottom value is the lifetime for positron trapping in a mono-vacancy,
τvacancy . [64]
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3.3 Positron Experiments for the Study of Solids
The simple way of producing positrons for experimental use is by a source with
β+-decay where an unstable isotope gains stability by positron emission. Candi-
dates for β+-decay are all isotopes above the stable line in the nuclide chart, cf.
Fig. 1 but only those with a significant half-life are of practical use such as 22Na,
the most common isotope used within positron applications. Isolated positrons
are easily controlled by electric and magnetic fields and their interaction with
matter results in annihilation with electrons. Events happening prior to anni-
hilation such as scattering and diffusion may differ significantly with respect to
the aggregate of the target volume that can either be gaseous or solid, atomic
or molecular. In the case of metallic lattices, this electron-positron annihilation
usually renders two γ-rays of 511 keV energy each.
3.3.1 Doppler Broadening Spectroscopy
Conventional Doppler Broadening Spectroscopy (DBS) is a commonly applied
technique for non-destructive testing with positrons [65]. Even if it has not di-
rectly been used for the purposes of this thesis, the basics of DBS are explained
in the following.
In DBS, defect structures are characterized by the energy spread of the annihila-
tion γ-rays. The energy of core electrons in a metal is distributed according to
the Fermi-Dirac distribution, with the Fermi energy being on the order of 10 eV.
The energy of a thermalized positron is less than 0.1 eV and thus the momentum
of an electron-positron pair is mainly due to the contribution from the electron.
This momentum distribution is then reflected in the energy of the emitted anni-
hilation γ-rays in form of a Doppler shift that broadens the 511 keV peak in the
energy spectrum, thus the name DBS [66].
The energy spread due to Doppler broadening is different for core and valence
electrons. While core electrons are tightly bound to the nucleus, valence electrons
sit in the outer shell of an atom and have a comparatively small momentum.
This difference in momentum leads to a change in peak width and can be used
to draw conclusions on the electron structure of the lattice which is altered by the
presence of microscopic defects.
In the example of a mono-vacancy, one atom is removed from the lattice. Since
the core electrons are tightly bound to the nucleus, they are most likely also re-
moved from the lattice. The valence electrons on the other hand may remain
in place. This leads to an overall higher fraction of valence electrons in the lat-
tice when defects are present and thus, the probability for positrons annihilating
with valence electrons increases. Since the total momentum of such an electron-
positron pair is reduced, the Doppler broadening will be smaller than that for
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positrons annihilating with core electrons. Conclusively, the measured energy
spectrum is narrowed by defects that enhance positron trapping, i.e. vacancies
and voids.
A typical DBS setup consists of one energy-sensitive detector such as a HPGe
detector and a continuous positron emitting isotope that is then surrounded by
the sample material (sandwich configuration). Coincidence measurements can
be applied to reduce background and improve energy resolution, requiring an
additional detector for the measurement of the second γ-particle from the anni-
hilation process.
The recorded data is analyzed in terms of two parameters. The shape pa-
rameter S quantifies the narrowness of the Doppler-broadened energy spectrum
in the proximity of the 511 keV peak and the wing parameter W measures the
spectrum’s sharpness in the high momentum region. Other than with a mono-
energetic positron beam, it is difficult to gain defect-specific knowledge from
DBS measurements because both S and W parameters change simultaneously
with respect to defect type and concentration [55].
3.3.2 Slow Positron Beam
The positron annihilation lifetime, measures how long the positron survives af-
ter entering a material lattice and is inversely proportional to the local electron
density of the target material. The methods of Positron Annihilation Lifetime
Spectroscopy (PALS) focus on this property by recording the positron annihi-
lation lifetime spectrum to gain detailed knowledge on positron behavior and
material properties, information that is valuable for studying and understand-
ing anti-matter phenomena in particle physics. The positron lifetime can be used
as a measure for the electron density in solids which allows to draw conclusions
on microscopic changes within the atomic lattice of, for example, metal alloys to
be used in highly radioactive environments [67].
In a continuous beam, the lifetime is measured with the help of two detectors.
One of them sets a start signal which has its origin in the γ-particle that accom-
panies each β+-decay of 22Na and is due to the de-excitation into the ground
state of 22Ne. The second detector then records one of the annihilation γs and
puts the stop signal to the measurement. Other than conventional positron life-
time measurements that use the continuous energy spectrum of a given positron
source, slow positron beams use mono-energetic particles. Worldwide, there are
a few beams available for positron annihilation studies, offering the possibility
to adjust positron energy for depth-sensitive, near-surface material studies. A
continuous beam can be used for studying implantation profiles while a pulsed
beam additionally measures the positron annihilation lifetime.
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Figure 3.3: The basic configuration of the Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam.
The Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam [68] is a vacuum confinement that guides
charged particles along a beam line by an arrangement of Helmholtz coils, cf. Fig.
3.3. The Cu-coils create a magnetic confinement for the narrow path of particles.
The positrons stem from a source of 22Na where the continuous energy distribu-
tion from the β+-decay peaks at approximately 0.25 MeV and has its maximum at
0.54 MeV [69]. By passing through a thin foil of a well defined moderator mate-
rial, which in our case is mono-crystalline tungsten (W), the continuous spectrum
is transformed into a nearly mono-energetic one. In the moderation process, the
energy and amount of positrons is largely reduced due to slowing down and an-
nihilation within the foil but with regard to its thickness of less than 1 micron
there are still enough positrons available for material investigations.
A chopper then forms pulses of positrons by applying a sine-shaped poten-
tial. These pulses are emitted into the beam line, following the magnetic field
lines through a bend, a buncher and a linear accelerator to finally reach the sam-
ple chamber containing the material to be investigated. A set of additional, ex-
ternal kick-coils, situated just above the sample holder, is used to straighten the
beam line in order to maximize the amount of particles hitting the sample.
The detector is a setup of a BaF2 high resolution scintillator crystal mounted on
a PM tube which is positioned beneath the sample holder. The time distribution
of the annihilation γ-rays is recorded by using a data acquisition system with
timing measurement. An example of the typical signal shape, as obtained with
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the Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam, is presented in Fig. 3.4 and shows the raw
data for positrons annihilating in steel. The data points relate the number of 511
keV γ-rays (y-axis) to their time (x-axis) of creation upon positron annihilation
in the sample. The occurring peak in the spectrum is an asymmetric distribu-
tion over time with its shape and width mainly determined by beam parameters
coupled to the chopper and buncher. The general peak structure changes with
respect to positron interactions with the lattice, which leads to differences in the
steepness of the left slope. It is here, information on the positron annihilation life-
time components, present in the material, is obtained. The spectrum in Fig. 3.4
also features two peaks of minor intensity further to the left, stemming from the
re-emission of positrons into the beam line upon backscattering on the sample
surface.
annihilation peak 
backscattering structure 
Figure 3.4: Print-Screen of a raw positron annihilation lifetime spectrum as obtained with the
acquisition software MAESTRO. The time axis (x-axis) is reversed. Sample: ion-irradiated FeCr
alloy; Acceleration energy: 5 keV; Measurement time: 3 hrs.
3.3.3 Lifetime Extraction
The overall shape achieved by the time distribution of the annihilation γ-rays
is a convolution of two empirical functions [70, 71]. The empirical resolution
function R(t) depends on several beam parameters and is specific for each set of
measurements. It is a sum of three or four weighted Gaussian distributions G
where each is convoluted with an exponential function to both sides in order to
adjust the tails to the left (l) and right (r) of G. Every Gaussian is characterized
by its ”Full Width Half Maximum” FWHM and the parameters τl and τr are the
shape parameters of the exponentials. Thus, R(t) writes as:
R(t) =
m∑
j=1
fjGj(FWHMj)⊗ exp
[
− t
τl,j
]
⊗ exp
[
− t
τr,j
]
(3.4)
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In order to analytically describe the recorded annihilation spectrum, a lifetime
intensity function I(t) is convoluted with R(t). It describes the positron lifetime
components found within a material and is a sum of weighted exponentials:
I(t) =
n∑
i=1
Ii
τi
· exp
[
− t
τi
]
(3.5)
I(t) contains specific information on the annihilation lifetime values τi which
are measures of defect size and their weights Ii which are measures of defect
concentration.
All measurements made with the Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam are of relative
nature, meaning that the resolution function R(t), cf. Eq. 3.4, has to be defined
prior to any extraction of eventual lifetimes. Thus, a reference sample with well
known lifetime intensity function I(t), cf. Eq. 3.5, is necessary in order to per-
form successful PALS analysis. The positron lifetime does not account for the
transport of positrons by the beam and is defined as the time between material
entrance and annihilation. A few different algorithms or programs for finding
R(t) and I(t) are available [72, 73].
All following lifetime extractions are made with the LT program [74] with
R(t) being parameterized by 4 exponentially-folded Gaussians. The lifetime in-
tensity function uses either one or two components. The first component de-
scribes the bulk-lifetime, the second one is usually used as damaged component
and is regardless of defect size. If information on the density of specifically sized
defects was to be obtained, the damaged component may be split into more but
due to the already large number of variables needed for fitting the data, the un-
certainty would quickly increase to a level where conclusions are no longer reli-
able.
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3.4 Depth Profiling
As a sort of calibration study and for gaining a deeper understanding of the
Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam, a project on the penetration depth and restric-
tions of the beam was initiated.
Furthermore, depth profiling is useful when studying the effects of ion-ir-
radiated samples. As explained earlier in section 2.2, ions serve the purpose
of simulating long-time neutron irradiation as it is assumed that subsequent
radiation-induced lattice deformations are comparable to each other. However,
radiation damage as introduced by ions results in a near-surface damage profile
and is complicated to investigate in a non-destructive manner. Consequently,
low-energetic positron beams, with a typical range of a couple of nm in a ma-
terial, present a helpful tool for investigating the nature of radiation-induced
material defects which in turn is an important issue when searching for suitable
Generation IV and fusion materials. The results of this work on depth profiling
are published in paper I.
3.4.1 Au-layered Silica
The positron annihilation lifetime depends strongly on the kind of material and it
is this property that was exploited in the experiment used to relate positron accel-
eration and depth of annihilation. The sample design for the purpose of positron
penetration depth studies with the Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam is based on
the large differences in bulk lifetimes for fused silica and gold. Consequently, the
decaying slopes of the recorded positron lifetime annihilation spectra of the two
materials vary significantly from each other.
The available transparent disk of fused silica was firstly investigated by
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and cut to smaller plates (14×14
mm) which were evaporated with Au for thin-film deposition with a Balzers
System BAK600 Evaporator. A QCM monitor was used to control the desired
Au-layer thicknesses of 10, 25, 50, 80, 130, 200, 300 and 400 nm which, in case
of the thinnest layers, were measured for verification with a VeecoDektak D150
Surface Profiler. All samples were manufactured at the ”MC2 Nanofabrication
Laboratory” at Chalmers University of Technology.
3.4.2 Monte Carlo Simulations
The Monte Carlo code PENELOPE-2008 is used to simulate transport phenom-
ena of electrons, positrons and photons for calculations of particle penetration
and energy losses in matter [75]. In the case of electron or positron motion, elas-
tic and inelastic scattering as well as bremsstrahlung or annihilation are treated.
For the simulation of positron penetration depth, PENELOPE is used to calcu-
late the point of annihilation, i.e. the distance of positrons moving in the medium
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until terminated by annihilation. The included mechanisms of positron trapping
are not considered by the code [76].
The input material files needed for running PENELOPE are created in an aux-
iliary program which extracts physical information and atomic interaction data
from the PENELOPE database. The database collects information for a set of 280
materials for elements with Z-number 1 to 99 and a huge amount of common ma-
terial compounds including SiO2 (fused silica). Simulations for input geometries
as given by the manufactured samples were performed for a number of positron
energies, ranging between 1.5 and 13 keV. Each simulation uses 106 particles. Fig.
3.5 is an example of the outcome of one such calculation and shows the number
of positrons with initial energy 2.5 keV as a function of penetration depth which
marks the point of annihilation. The positrons enter the material surface from the
right. The shape of the curve changes at the material boundary, indicating that
positrons move further in fused silica than in Au, and the fraction of positrons
annihilating in Au can be calculated.
At constant positron energy, more particles will be stopped within the Au-
layer as it increases in thickness. At constant Au-layer thickness, more particles
will traverse the material boundary as their kinetic energy increases. A Au-layer
of 400 nm is thick enough to maintain principally all 13 keV positrons within the
Au. The fraction of positrons annihilating in Au can then be related to measure-
ments of the positron annihilation lifetime which uses the weight of the lifetime
intensity function as an expression for the trapping of positrons in Au.
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Figure 3.5: PENELOPE simulation for a 25 nm Au-layer on fused silica, displaying number of
positrons as a function of sample thickness. The initial positron energy is 2.5 keV. Note that
positrons enter the material surface from the right at a thickness of 500.025 µm.
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3.4.3 Lifetime Measurements
The Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam was used to measure the lifetime intensity
function of positrons annihilating in Au for the purpose of depth profiling. A to-
tal of 4 samples are used for each set of measurements whereas two of them are
reference samples. The one required for obtaining the positron resolution func-
tion is the fused silica sample with a 400 nm Au-layer. The other one is a sample
of pure fused silica, needed for the extraction of the complex lifetime component.
The positron energy for each set of measurements is selected in accordance with
results from previous PENELOPE simulations, ranging between 1.5 and 13 keV.
The samples that were chosen for the measurements have Au-layers of 10, 25, 50,
80 and 130 nm. The measurement time per sample was 4 hours. The raw-data
from the measurement run at 3.5 keV positron energy for samples of 25 and 50
nm Au-layer is shown in Fig. 3.6. It can be observed that the overall shape of
the lifetime spectra of any Au-containing sample differs significantly from the
pure fused silica sample. The huge difference in slope of the main peak holds
information on the relative probability for positrons annihilating in either of the
materials.
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Figure 3.6: Measured positron annihilation lifetime spectra at 3.5 keV for the comparison of raw-
data in 0, 25, 50 and 400 nm Au-layer. Note that the time displayed on the x-axis is increasing as
opposed to Fig. 3.4.
The LT program is used for the data analysis by de-convoluting the measured
spectrum into a positron resolution function R(t) and a lifetime intensity func-
tion I(t), cf. subsection 3.3.3. While R(t) is unique for each set of measure-
ments, I(t) is unique for each Au-layered sample and positron energy since it
has two lifetime components that change in weight with respect to the amount
of positrons annihilating in Au and fused silica. That way, depth profiles such as
presented in Fig. 3.7 can be obtained. Here, the fraction of positrons annihilating
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in Au is plotted as a function of high voltage for different layer thicknesses and
it can be calculated that the penetration depth increases by approximately 20 nm
per kV.
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Figure 3.7: Measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) depth profiles for positrons annihilating in
Au.
3.4.4 Conclusions
With the help of measurements and Monte Carlo simulations it was possible to
obtain depth profiles that are useful for the calibration of the Chalmers Pulsed
Positron Beam. The methods agree relatively well with each other even if PENE-
LOPE systematically overestimates the fraction of positrons deposited in Au.
The differences between the experimental and simulated results in Fig. 3.7 are,
on the one hand, due to theoretical models used by PENELOPE. The code sim-
plifies the real nature of positron interactions with matter by omitting trapping
mechanisms in defects and material interfaces. On the other hand, the fitting
procedure with the LT program and measurements for characterizing the sam-
ples add uncertainty to the obtained results. At positron energies below 6 keV,
the penetration depth is smaller than 100 nm which seems to be in contradic-
tion to the theory on positron diffusion with a length scale of approximately 100
nm at room temperature. A possible explanation for this behavior may be moti-
vated by the existence of defects in the lattice of the Au-layer, enabling positron
trapping as a stronger mechanism than diffusion.
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Steel Alloys
Two long-time projects involving PALS measurements are part of the thesis and
deal with the study of neutron-induced radiation damage to materials that present
possible candidates for future reactor steels and their use as large internal core-
components. The results from the international collaboration GETMAT are sum-
marized in a number of yearly status reports (not included in this thesis) as well
as papers II and III. Like GETMAT, the Swedish research program GENIUS,
aimed at studying alloys for the possible use in the lead-cooled training reac-
tor ELECTRA. All GENIUS results are summarized in the status reports of the
project (not included in this thesis) and the final findings are attached to this
thesis in form of section 4.2.
4.1 GETMAT
GETMAT is a European collaborative research project to identify and treat issues
concerning structural materials for core components to be employed in future
Generation IV and transmutation systems (ADS). Suggested materials have to
withstand high temperatures, corrosion and high burn-ups in order to guaran-
tee operational safety during the reactor’s lifetime and possible candidates are
Ferritic/Martensitic steels with a Cr content of about 10% or ODS steels. In the
case of the latter one, there is a lack of experience from nuclear power reactors
but certain material properties put ODS steels in focus [77].
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Generally, the GETMAT project addresses five priority subjects:
• Improvement and extension of 9-12 Cr F/M steels qualification;
• ODS alloys development and characterisation;
• Joining and welding procedures qualification;
• Development and definition of corrosion protection barriers;
• Improved modelling and experimental validation.
The knowledge gained from decades of nuclear research and reactor operation
experience shows that there is a synergy between irradiation and environment
that affects material properties. Furthermore, it is certain that phenomena ob-
served during and after irradiation are non-linear and the prediction of material
responses may be highly uncertain. This requires a deep understanding of basic
mechanisms on the atomic level which is mandatory for the safe operation and
design of future nuclear installations [78].
The work performed at Chalmers University of Technology lies within the
work package ”Microstructure and microchemistry characterisation of ion-irra-
diated FeCr alloys (concentration, dose and temperature effect): TEM, PAS, APT
and Synchrotron techniques” [79] and concentrates on modelling-oriented exper-
iments performed with the Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam. The measurements
were aimed at correlating micro-structural changes upon ion-irradiation and al-
loy composition. It turned out, that material composition had less effect on the
behavior of defects than the irradiation parameters used for the experiment. The
GETMAT results are summarized in papers II and III.
4.1.1 FeCr Specimen
The chosen chemical composition of the materials, cf. Table 4.1, is a result of
an earlier research project carried out by SCK-CEN (MIRE-Cr Program). Thin
plates of the model alloys were fabricated at the University of Ghent, Belgium
by furnace melting of industrial purity Fe and Cr that were then annealed for 3
hours at 1320 K in high vacuum. This austenisation and stabilization process was
followed by air cooling to room temperature. Full martensitisation was ensured
by a 4-hour tempering procedure at about 1000 K.
Table 4.1: Composition of the FeCr alloys.
alloy no. Mn P Al Ti Cr Ni Cu C N O
251 0.009 0.013 0.003 0.004 2.36 0.044 0.005 0.008 0.017 0.03
259 0.02 0.011 0.0033 0.0028 4.62 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.012 0.06
252 0.03 0.012 0.0069 0.0034 8.39 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.015 0.06
253 0.03 0.05 0.003 0.0037 11.62 0.09 0.01 0.028 0.023 0.03
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After polishing and electro-chemical treatment, all alloys in Table 4.1 but 251,
were ion-irradiated at the HZDR (Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf) Ion
Beam Center. As mentioned earlier, cf. 2.2, irradiation experiments use ions
to simulate neutrons for several reasons: high doses can be achieved in com-
paratively short time, the irradiation range is easily adjusted by ion energy, the
availability and flexibility of ion beams is by far larger than offered by neutron
facilities and activation is not an issue.
In the case of the chosen GETMAT-alloys, Fe-ions with varying kinetic energy
were used in order to obtain a shallow damage plateau [80], cf. Fig. 4.1. Further
irradiation parameters are summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
Figure 4.1: Damage profile for three-step Fe-ion irradiation in Fe-9at.%Cr at 1 dpa. [80]
Table 4.2: Irradiation conditions to achieve dose of 1 and 5 dpa, respectively.
energy dose for 1 dpa dose for 5 dpa
[keV] [Fe-ions/cm2] [Fe-ions/cm2]
500 1.82e14 5 × 1.82e14
2000 2.86e14 5 × 2.86e14
5000 5.62e14 5 × 5.62e14
A number of GETMAT alloys were mounted onto an electrically-heated sample
holder which was then placed into the ion beam line. The beam energy was
adjusted to different energies thus creating a damage plateau near the material
surface. A first set of irradiated samples did not consistently increase or decrease
the Fe-ion energy during irradiation which later turned out to be of concern. In
a second set of sample irradiation, the three alloys received 5 dpa at the highest
temperatures with the ion-energy only increasing. The irradiation conditions for
SET 1 and SET 2 are presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Irradiation pattern for samples 5Cr (259), 9Cr (252) and 12Cr (253).
100◦C 300◦C 420◦C
SET 1
1 dpa
5Cr n.a. 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV n.a.
9Cr 5→ 2→ 0.5 MeV 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV 5→ 2→ 0.5 MeV
12Cr n.a. 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV n.a.
SET 1
5 dpa
5Cr n.a. 5→ 2→ 0.5 MeV n.a.
9Cr 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV 5→ 2→ 0.5 MeV 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV
12Cr n.a. 5→ 2→ 0.5 MeV n.a.
SET 2
5 dpa
5Cr n.a. 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV
9Cr n.a. 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV
12Cr n.a. 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV 0.5→ 2→ 5 MeV
4.1.2 Measurements
A large number of measurements were performed in the framework of the
GETMAT collaboration and lots of knowledge on the performance of the
Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam was gained. The measurements made through-
out the years 2009 to 2012 can be divided into four packages:
1. Preliminary test measurements of un-irradiated, as-received specimen did
not reveal significant information on the interdependency of lifetime and
Cr-content as is expected since the amount of Cr in the atomic lattice of the
alloy does not alter the electron density significantly. For the test run, three
alloys with 2.36, 8.39 and 11.62 % of Cr were chosen, i.e. 251, 252 and 253,
respectively. A thin plate of annealed, pure iron served as reference for the
4-hour lasting measurements. Positron annihilation lifetime spectra were
recorded for each sample at 5 and 15 kV positron acceleration which can
be approximated to a penetration depth of 100 and 300 nm, cf. paper I,
respectively.
2. PAL spectra were recorded for all samples of SET 1 - alloy numbers 259, 252
and 253. The measurement time was 3 hours per sample and acceleration
voltages were set to 5, 8, 10 and 13 kV. A measurement series is specified
by its beam parameters which are adjusted with respect to positron energy.
Each series includes 4 samples whereof 2 are different reference samples.
These were an electro-polished, un-irradiated specimen of the respective
model alloy and a thin Au sample such as used for the study on depth pro-
filing, cf. section 3.4. In addition to this, the high-temperature, irradiated
alloys (1 or 5 dpa at 420◦C) served as references for the 9Cr measurement
series because they exhibited the most narrow lifetime spectrum in a se-
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ries. It was concluded that the high-temperature samples were the most
defect-free ones. This is attributed to the lifetime intensity function which
is a measure of lattice damage where a steeper slope of the decay part of the
peak indicates less material damage.
3. As a consequence of the previous findings, an appropriate reference sample
with as little initial lattice damage as possible had to be acquired. Therefore,
additional measurements involving several reference candidates were exe-
cuted as a part of the project. Tested materials were thin foils or plates of
mono-crystalline W, Au, Fe and annealed, high-purity samples of Cu and
Ni. All candidates were compared to samples of un-irradiated and high-
temperature, ion-irradiated 9Cr alloy (252), showing that Cu, Ni and Au
coincided very well with the specimen irradiated to 5 dpa at 420◦C. How-
ever, in the case of Au, it seems as if a back-scattering structure appears at
the end of the decaying slope which can be related to the high density of
Au and Cu is the preferred reference sample.
4. Finally, PAL spectra were recorded for all samples of SET 2, using Cu as
reference material. The measurement time was 3 hours per sample and
acceleration voltages were set to 8, 10 and 13 kV. For each alloy, there are
3 measurement series (one per positron energy) and each series uses two
references (Cu and Ni) and the two irradiated specimen at 300 and 420◦C.
4.1.3 Defect Analysis
The analysis of the measured lifetime spectra is based on the extraction of positron
annihilation lifetimes as a function of lifetime and respective weight. While the
lifetime value may be used for describing the size of a vacancy-type defect, its
weight is a measure of defect density.
A sum of 4 exponential-sided Gaussian functions is used for defining the em-
pirical positron resolution function. The lifetime intensity function for the refer-
ence sample consists of one component (100 % intensity) with its lifetime value
fixed to 110 ± 3 ps. All fitted reference spectra differ from the measurements
by less than 5%. By unfolding the measured spectra of one series with the fixed
positron resolution function, it is possible to gain information on the unknown
lifetime intensity function. Taking into account that the measurement and fitting
procedure experience lots of uncertainty, it was decided to fix the number of life-
time components to 2 - one for the un-damaged bulk lattice and one for the sum
of defects. This simplification is done in order to reduce the number of variables
and increase the reliability of the fit. The quality of the fit as achieved by LT is
given by the sum of squared residuals which in most cases is very close to 1 and
the results of the positron annihilation lifetime measurements are presented in
papers II and III.
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Paper II summarizes and presents the findings of the GETMAT project in a num-
ber of tables and figures. The aim of the study was to relate irradiation conditions
such as dose and temperature to the size of defects developed upon irradiation
with respect to the Cr-content of the model alloys. The positron annihilation life-
time of a vacancy-type defect is closely related to the size of the defect and hence,
the analysis of the measurements in the GETMAT framework attempts to trans-
late the lifetime value of the 2nd component into void size [81]. This way, Fig.
4.2 can be created and it is found that:
• The void size is smallest for the highest amount of Cr, i.e. 12Cr. The amount
of voids, i.e. weight of the second lifetime component, is not affected by the
Cr-content.
• The void size increases significantly with higher dose. The amount of voids
decreases simultaneously, implying that voids cluster together upon in-
creasing dose.
• In case of the low-dose irradiation, the void size is unaffected by the tem-
perature but the amount of voids decreases with increasing temperature. In
case of the high-dose irradiation, the void size increases significantly with
temperature while the amount of voids is strongly decreasing. Indepen-
dent of dose, no voids can be observed for the highest temperatures. This
analysis is only applicable for Fe9Cr.
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Figure 4.2: Void size given as the number of vacancies in the void as a function of high voltage,
i.e. depth, for 5Cr, 9Cr and 12 Cr for doses 1 and 5 dpa at 300◦C.
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4.1.4 The Importance of Irradiation Parameters
The results from the irradiated GETMAT alloys were further investigated with
respect to specific irradiation parameters such as order of ion energy, tempera-
ture and dose. Here, a closer look at the weight of the second lifetime component
was taken and Tables II, III and IV in paper III show how the concentration of
defects is affected by the irradiation procedure. One of the most surprising re-
sults of that analysis is re-printed in Tab. 4.4 and presents the change in lifetime
weight when the ion-energy used for achieving the intended damage-profile is
changed, cf. Tab. 4.3. According to the beam calibration presented earlier, the
positrons only reach the near-surface region of the studied alloys (below 300 nm)
which is comparable to the range of 0.5 MeV Fe-ions, cf. Fig. 4.1. It is thus seen,
that the order of ion energy plays an important role for the defect behavior:
When the ion energy is increased from 0.5 to 2 to 5 MeV, the range of ion
implantation increases and irradiation damage is created further inside the ma-
terial. Towards the end of the irradiation procedure, lattice defects will primarily
be produced deep within the material while defects closer to the surface have a
high ability to change in character by defect migration, recombination and clus-
tering due to the high temperature of the irradiation procedure [28]. These pro-
cesses tend to reduce the defect density, thus altering the lifetime intensity func-
tion by a decrease in weight.
If instead the ion energy is decreased from 5 to 2 to 0.5 MeV, defects near the
surface will be created at the end of irradiation. They have less time to cluster
or migrate and the simultaneous production of defects leads to a higher defect
density than observed previously.
Table 4.4: Weights of the second lifetime component [%] for investigating the effect of order of
ion energy for all alloys irradiated at 300◦C to a dose of 5 dpa.
weight [%] of the second lifetime component
alloy order of ion energy: high to low order of ion energy: low to high
5→ 2→ 0.5 0.5→ 2→ 5
8 kV 10 kV 13 kV 8 kV 10 kV 13 kV
Fe5Cr 61 63 n.a. 6 16 9
Fe9Cr 19 24 63 3 7 9
Fe12Cr 53 n.a. n.a. 12 13 15
Paper III also sheds a light on how to treat the dose dependency found in paper
II. For achieving a total dose of 5 dpa, the alloys were irradiated at the same rate
as the 1 dpa case but 5 times as long. Therefore, the high dose samples were
heated over a longer period of time and it is difficult to state which of the two
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parameters mainly contributes to the observed effects. While the weight of the
second component is decreasing with higher dose and/or longer heating, the
lifetime is increasing even if ns-lifetime values with usual weights below 7% are
highly uncertain due to a very low peak-to-total ratio.
Finally, it is concluded that migration and recombination of defects alter the
micro-structural behavior of materials in an unpredicted manner so that stud-
ies used to simulate neutron-damage by ion-irradiation experiments have to be
planned and executed under great control.
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4.2 GENIUS
The GENIUS project (active between 2009 and 2012) was a national collaboration
between the Swedish universities KTH, Uppsala University and Chalmers, fi-
nanced by the Swedish Research Council (Vetenskapsra˚det) [82]. The focus of
the project was on research and development of technology for Lead-Cooled
Fast Reactors (LFR). Parts of the knowledge gained from the three work pack-
ages on fuel development, materials research and safety evolved into the attempt
of designing and building ELECTRA (European Lead Cooled Training Reactor)
which aims at LFR dynamics research, education and training [83, 84]. One of
the Chalmers contributions to the work package on materials research (WP2)
consists of measurements of radiation induced defects in irradiated alloy sam-
ples [85].
4.2.1 FeCrAl Specimen
A number of FeCrAl alloys were manufactured in cooperation with Sandvik
Heating Technology AB (Sweden) for investigations of corrosion properties per-
formed by the Department of Surface and Corrosion Science (KTH) and Materi-
als Microstructure (Chalmers) [86]. Three alloys were used for positron annihila-
tion lifetime measurements with the Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam in order to
study micro-structural changes of the alloys upon ion irradiation. The bulk alloy
compositions are given in Tab. 4.5.
Previous experience from the GETMAT collaboration showed that ion irra-
diation conditions need to be well controlled and the irradiation procedure was
planned in accordance to the knowledge gained at that time. The irradiation ex-
periment was executed at the IonTechnologyCentre at Uppsala University and
uses Fe-ions with an implantation energy of 250 keV, corresponding to a deposi-
tion depth of approximately 200 nm (SRIM). In order to achieve a shallow dam-
age region, the ion energy was chosen so that defect production occurs closer to
the surface than the maximum positron penetration depth of more than 300 nm.
The irradiation temperature was kept constant at 25◦C and doses of 1, 0.1 and
0.01 dpa were achieved by adjusting the irradiation time.
Table 4.5: Bulk composition of the FeCrAl alloys [87].
alloy Fe Cr Al Si C Ti Zr
10Cr-8Al 81.75 10 8 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.08
10Cr-6Al 83.75 10 6 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.08
10Cr-4Al 85.75 10 4 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.08
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4.2.2 Results and Conclusions
Positron annihilation lifetime spectra were recorded at positron energies 10 and
15 keV with the measurement time set to 3 hours. Lifetime component analysis
with the LT program was not performed due to insignificant differences between
the measured spectra and conclusions are merely based on observations made on
the recorded raw data.
At first, measurements of the as-received state of the un-irradiated alloy-
samples were compared to a reference of seemingly defect-free HPCu. In Fig.
4.3, it can be seen that the Cu-reference exhibits the steepest slope, but even the
shapes of the remaining spectra are strikingly similar. It is concluded that the
6Al and 8Al references are as defect-free as the Cu-reference and that only the
4Al sample seems to contain non-negligible amounts of lattice defects as a result
of the manufacturing process.
Then, samples that received doses of 0.01 and 1 dpa as well as two references
were used for investigations of the influence of dose upon Fe-ion irradiation.
Each set of measurements uses the same alloy composition and the references
are the un-irradiated specimen of the alloy and the HPCu sample. Excerpts of
the raw data obtained for all alloy compositions are shown in Fig. 4.4.
4.2.3 Conclusions
From investigations of the obtained raw data, it was observed that the main peak
of the lifetime spectrum widened, even if not significantly, with increasing dose.
This implies that positron trapping is intensified or that the positron annihila-
tion lifetime is increased at higher doses and is attributed to the increased size
or amount of vacancy-type defects created upon ion-irradiation. In contrast to
the GETMAT irradiation, a dose dependence is concluded since temperature ef-
fects on defect kinetics can be neglected. It is also stated that micro-structural
changes due to radiation exposure do not seem to depend strongly on the bulk
composition of the investigated alloys.
It is surprising that the differences between the samples are small considering
the relatively high irradiation dose of 1 dpa. We may have errors that are related
to sample preparation, irradiation procedure or false initial assumptions which
are likely to influence sensitive PAL measurements in such a way that reliable
lifetime component extraction is not applicable as was the case in this study.
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Figure 4.3: Excerpt from PAL spectra for un-irradiated alloys and HPCu reference sample at 10
keV positron energy. The time on the x-axis is given in arbitrary units.
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Figure 4.4: Excerpts from PAL spectra for irradiated alloys and un-irradiated alloy reference at
10 keV positron energy. The time on the x-axis is given in arbitrary units.
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Part II
Nuclear Safeguards and Emergency
Preparedness
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CHAPTER
5
Introduction
5.1 On the Safety of Radioactive Materials and the NPT
The concept of ”Nuclear Safeguards” was developed around mid-1900 out of
the need for tools that shall help to control the global spread of nuclear mate-
rials for various purposes and aims primarily at the prevention of nuclear war
and related military actions. Within safeguards, a number of legal measures and
scientific techniques are applied to verify the completeness and correctness of in-
formation provided by all countries with access to any kind of nuclear materials.
As a direct consequence of this, the IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency)
was formed in 1957 [88, 89] as an autonomous organization with the mission to
promote the peaceful use of nuclear energy and its safety.
A decade later, in 1968, the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPT) was initiated [90,91]. The NPT is a form of contract that prohibits any form
of military exploitation of nuclear materials and furthermore encourages the de-
commissioning of existing warheads. Today, all nuclear weapon states as well as
almost all other nations support the general terms of the treaty and thus agree
on the solely peaceful use of nuclear power.
Radionuclides that are primarily surveilled with the help of national and inter-
national nuclear safeguards measures can be categorized as [92]:
• nuclear fuel and spent fuel;
• radioactive waste from various nuclear industries;
• weapons-grade nuclear materials;
• medical isotopes and industrial sources.
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Figure 5.1: Stamp to celebrate Dwight D. Eisenhower’s ”Atoms for Peace” speech at the UN
General Assembly in New York, 1953. His ideology led to the creation of the IAEA [93].
There are different methods that make nuclear safeguards work in reality. These
are in principal divided into three constantly-developing branches:
• A number of bureaucratic procedures are initiated on the basis of legisla-
tion, administration and documentation. National and international au-
thorities then have to make sure, that all obligations are followed by the
actors that deal with any kind of nuclear materials.
• The surveillance of known radiation sources happens to a large extent by
measurements. The results are part of the bureaucratic branch and are
partly used for validating the documentation of radioactive sources that
are used for various purposes such as industry, power production, research
or medical care.
• While in the previous, measurement techniques are used to validate the
inventory of sources, the forensic branch applies measurements for locat-
ing nuclear materials that may lack documentation. Such unknown sources
present a hazard if handled incorrectly so that this branch of safeguards
craves special attention and partly other approaches than conventional ver-
ification methods.
Even the computational approach is tightly bound to experimental methods and
is often necessary for validation and benchmarking purposes. The safeguards-
related work that follows, focuses on experiments within the latter two branches
and how liquid scintillation detectors can be used to identify radiation sources
by type and/or strength.
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5.2 Emergency Preparedness - what if...?
The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency MSB (Myndigheten fo¨r samha¨llsskydd
och beredskap) aims at protecting certain values of the Swedish society such as
human rights, health and freedom, democracy and justice, environment, eco-
nomics and national sovereignty. It does so by being responsible for coordinat-
ing operations and providing resources that help to protect individuals as well
as society and prevent further consequences in the happening of national or in-
ternational disasters and natural catastrophes. Here, action plans and guidelines
for how to act quickly and how to distribute necessary tasks efficiently are tools
for being prepared if the emergency becomes a fact. The list of involved actors
stretches from public institutions over private businesses down to voluntary or-
ganizations, all with varying levels of influence depending on the magnitude of
the situation (local, regional, national, EU, international) [94].
A number of scenarios have been classified as being a threat to the values
of the Swedish society. These can be aspect to national and individual secu-
rity, infrastructure or weather conditions as well as industrial accidents related
to chemical, medical or nuclear emergencies. With respect to the potential threat
originating from any kind of nuclear materials, the MSB identifies nuclear power
emergencies as the only case in need of emergency preparedness routines. How-
ever, radioisotopes are widely used within other applications not related to nu-
clear reactors. Such sources may, if handled incautiously and incorrectly, present
a significant risk to people’s health and the environment.
The objective of nuclear safeguards is to gain knowledge and control over vari-
ous radioactive sources through legal frameworks and surveillance methods but
even the most thorough routines can be subject to failure. While nuclear mate-
rials related to the power industry are rigorously controlled, less awareness of
the threat coming from radioisotopes in general may be present in a large num-
ber of other areas and radiological accidents either involving specific isotopes or
nuclear materials can happen on many levels. While a power reactor accident is
the most obvious scenario, its likelihood is very small. Frequent transportation
of nuclear fuel (fresh, re-processed or used) at land and sea presents a risk of
environmental contamination. Laboratory and medical sources are often strong
and may be object to theft, the miscalibration of radiotherapeutical instruments
can lead to unintentional radiation exposure. Industrial as well as ”forgotten”
sources or scrap metal may lack sufficient surveillance, radiation shielding or
storage and foremost knowledge.
In any case, the aim of all taken actions after an accident scenario is to min-
imize the possibilities for individual and environmental contamination and re-
duce radiation effects to living organisms due to the uptake of radioisotopes.
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6
Radiation Detection
The fields of nuclear safeguards and emergency preparedness that are being in-
troduced in chapter 5 are closely related to each other by the methods used for
experimental and theoretical research. Both areas cope extensively with the de-
tection of directly and indirectly ionizing radiation so that a quick overview of
radiation detection techniques, partly used within the studies presented in pa-
pers IV through VIII, is given here.
To repeat, radiation is the emission of energy in the form of electromagnetic
waves or subatomic particles. To measure the amount of ionizing radiation from
a radioactive source and thus estimate its effects on matter, physical interaction
properties are made use of in the field of radiation detection.
The very early beginnings of radiation detection are found within the evolu-
tion of photography and the invention of the dry photographic plate in 1879. In
1896, H. Becquerel found that naturally fluorescent minerals would develop dark
spots on a dry plate, indicating the presence of invisible light, namely highly-
penetrating gamma-radiation. Many experiments later, he showed that different
substances emit even other types of ionizing radiation since these could be bent
by magnetic fields. The discovery of α, β and γ radiation marks the beginning
of radiation detection techniques. It leads to the development of the field of nu-
clear physics which describes the interaction mechanisms of nuclei, and presents
a milestone within atomic and particle physics [95].
Different types of ionizing and non-ionizing radiation, such as α, β, γ and
neutrons, interact with matter in different ways and thus, detection techniques
vary in accordance to measurement purposes due to different physical properties
of the energy transfer [96]. Detectors come in almost countless kinds and sizes,
all having one thing in common: a sensitive volume produces a signal which is
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directly related to the interaction of incident radiation with the electrons or nuclei
of the active volume. For a wide category of detectors, such a signal induces a
small current which then is representative for the interaction mechanism of the
particular radiation.
6.1 Gas-filled Detectors
Radiation detectors known as ion chambers, proportional counters and Geiger-
Mu¨ller counters (commonly referred to as Geiger or GM-tubes) belong to the
oldest and most widely used devices for the detection of directly and in-directly
ionizing radiation. All of these are based on the ionization and excitation of
gas molecules due to the passage of charged particles, either directly originating
from a source or as a result of interactions with the incident particle. The ions
that are created within the gas-filled volume of a detector will drift according to
their charge as an electrical field is applied. The subsequent ionization current
that is accumulated at the electrodes is proportional to the number of ion-pairs
created in the gas and can be measured by an electrometer [97].
Ion chambers can be operated at comparatively low voltages and are effi-
ciently used to detect radiation from particles of energies 10 keV and higher.
Since the number of ion-pairs is an indirect measure of the absorbed dose
(amount of deposited energy per unit mass), ion chambers are frequently used
as radiation survey instruments that allow to locate sources and quantify the
dose to its surroundings. Particle discrimination is not featured when using ion
chambers.
Geiger tubes and proportional counters are types of gas-filled detectors that
are operated at higher voltages than ion chambers. This leads to gas multiplica-
tion during the drift of the ion-pair initially produced in a particle-gas-interaction
so that even single ionization events from low-energetic particles can be detected.
While in a GM-tube all particles create the maximum number of avalanches, pro-
portional counters may be used for particle and energy discriminating measure-
ments. With increasing particle energy, the number of ion-pairs is increasing and
calibrations of the collected charge in proportional counters are used for spec-
troscopy measurements where energy resolution is not the primary focus.
All of the above are frequently used for the measurement of α, β and γ radiation
but environments where neutron sources are present remain un-observed due to
the interaction properties of neutrons. However, the choice of filling-gas deter-
mines the capabilities of the used detector. In the widely used BF3 proportional
tube, boron trifluoride gas is used for converting non-ionizing neutrons into a
measurable current of ionizing particles. This is possible since 10B has a high
absorption cross-section for thermal neutrons, leading to the nuclear reaction:
10B(n, α)7Li (6.1)
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Each nuclear reaction then produces an ion-pair which will drift to the electrodes
of the detector, inducing a charge proportional to the amount of interactions. Fur-
thermore, ionization chambers with an inner coating of fissile material, known
as fission counters, can be used for the detection of slow and fast neutrons. This
form of instrumentation is typically used for neutron measurements in reactor
environments.
6.2 Scintillator Detectors
The conversion of scintillation light into an electrical pulse is useful for the de-
tection and spectroscopy of various kinds of radiation. The choice of scintillation
material is governed by a number of criteria such as [97]:
• high efficiency for conversion of kinetic energy into light;
• linearity between conversion yield and deposited energy for a wide energy
range;
• transparent to emitted wavelength upon interaction;
• short decay time of induced luminescence;
• good optical quality and workability for large scale applications;
• refractive index of the same order as for the light sensor needed for signal
processing.
Active materials for the use in scintillator detectors are categorized as organic or
inorganic scintillation materials. Examples of organic scintillators are pure crys-
tals, liquid solution or plastic materials which all emit fluorescent/phosphor-
escent light upon transitions in the energy level structure of the molecule due to
radiative energy deposition. One advantageous feature of organic scintillators
is the occurrence of prompt and delayed fluorescence which can be represented
by a sum of two exponential decays. The difference in decay time of the fast
and the slow component can be used for the purpose of Pulse Shape Discrimina-
tion (PSD) since the slow component contains information on the nature of the
exciting particle [97]. Thus, the technique of PSD may be applied for the differ-
entiation of γ-induced events in measurements of neutron radiation as is done in
the studies presented in this thesis.
A large number of inorganic scintillator materials is available. Their scintilla-
tion mechanism is determined by the energy bands of the crystal lattice. Incident
radiation may excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction or ex-
citon band. This results in a loose-bound electron-hole pair which eventually
is captured by lattice impurities where the electron can de-excite to the valence
band, giving rise to the emission of a scintillation photon. In order to measure
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positron annihilation lifetimes with the Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam, a high
time resolution to the 511-keV annihilation spectrum is required. This is achieved
by using a small crystal of BaF2 which has a fast decay time component of 0.6
ns. A much more frequently used material for large scintillator detectors is NaI
which is made use of in a number of applications for dosimetry measurements
such as whole body counters.
For the collection of the light produced in any scintillator, the sensitive vol-
ume is mounted onto a photo-multiplier/photodiode which is needed for light
conversion and signal amplification into a measurable electrical pulse.
6.3 Semiconductor Diode Detectors
In cases of radiation measurements that require a high energy resolution, semi-
conductor diode detectors are often the preferred choice. The most frequently
used semiconductor materials are silicon and germanium crystals. For energy-
sensitive γ-ray measurements, high-purity Ge (HPGe) detectors are widely ap-
plied [97]. Just like in inorganic scintillators, electron-hole pairs are created on
the encountering of radiation on the semi-conductor material. Since an electrical
field is directly applied to the semi-conductor, the electrons and holes drift to the
electrodes, inducing a charge in a way similar to the mechanisms in gas-filled
detectors. The energy needed for creating such a pair may be as small as 3 eV
and by measuring their amount, the energy of the incident particle can be deter-
mined. The probability for valence electrons to cross the band-gap increases with
temperature and HPGe detectors are typically cooled with liquid N in order to
reduce thermal noise.
A classical feature of energy spectra recorded with HPGe detectors is the oc-
currence of a Compton plateau due to inelastic scattering of photons on charged
particles. Despite that, high-intense Gaussian peaks within the plateau resolve
very sharply. When used in neutron environments, peaks may be broadened
due to Doppler effects from the motion of neutron-activated atoms that de-excite
through γ-emission. It is important to notice that semi-conductor detectors are
sensitive to radiation damage so that strong sources may cause irreparable per-
formance degradations. However, HPGe detectors may be restored by annealing
the detector material in a high temperature environment
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Nuclear Safeguards Measurements
Experimental work comprising neutron and γ-ray measurements has been per-
formed under supervision from the Nuclear Safeguards and Security Group at
Nuclear Engineering (Chalmers) and the Division of CBRN2 Defence and Secu-
rity at FOI (Swedish Defence Research Agency). The results achieved from the
involvement in actions of these research groups are presented through papers
IV and V which cover research topics such as nuclear fuel and nuclear forensics,
respectively.
7.1 Spent Fuel
For the evaluation of nuclear fuel in a spent fuel pool, a number of non-destructive
techniques such as the Cherenkov Viewing Device or the Under Water Neutron
Coincidence
Counter can be directly applied at the storage site for irradiated or un-irradiated
fuel. The use of boric acid as a thermal neutron absorber, for the purpose of
radiation shielding, necessitates corrections to traditional measurements for fuel
pool investigations due to the effect of boron on processes like multiplication and
detector efficiency [98].
7.1.1 Novel experiments for estimating the amount of B in water
In paper IV, a method is proposed for the independent evaluation of the boron
content in a PWR spent fuel pool by using liquid scintillation detectors. The
2Chemical, Biological, Radioactive, Nuclear
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idea of the concept is to utilize the γ-energies released upon neutron capture in
hydrogen and boron by relating the difference in intensity to the concentration
of boron.
The experiment uses a shielded neutron source of 252Cf (decay modes: sponta-
neous fission 3.09%, α 96.91%) with a neutron yield of about 9 · 106 n/s. It is
contained in a block of polyethylene (PE) which can be opened for measurement
purposes of the fast neutrons emitted from the source. An EJ-309 liquid scintilla-
tion detector is used for measuring the photons released in the nuclear reactions:
1H(n, γ)2H∗ EH = 2223.3keV
10B(n, α)7Li∗ EB = 477.6keV
The detector is placed approximately 25 cm above the open PE source contain-
ment on top of an Al-tank which is filled with 4.2 l of borated water with concen-
trations varying between 0 and 4200 ppm. The measured signal is recorded in list
mode and includes information on timing and energy, making Pulse Shape Dis-
crimination (PSD) for neutrons and γ applicable. For the further analysis, only
data points with a PSD index between 0.04 and 0.07 are used in order to eliminate
the neutron contribution to the signal, cf. Fig. 7.1. After extracting the γ-counts
with respect to their PSD index, the energy spectrum for any of the boron concen-
trations can be obtained. If no boric acid is added to the water tank the spectrum
only shows a contribution from the absorption in H in the high-energy region.
Figure 7.1: Histogram plot for the number of counts as a function of PSD index and ADC channel
for 252Cf measurement on non-borated water. Includes indication of PSD range from 0.04 to 0.07.
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When boric acid is added to the water, the contribution of the γ-line from the
thermal absorption in B is visible in the Compton-plateau of the energy spec-
trum. An example of measured data for a concentration of 3500 ppm B is pre-
sented in Fig. 7.2. Apart from the obtained spectrum for the cases of pure and
borated water, Fig. 7.2 also shows the Compton-scattering spectrum of the 477
keV line which is obtained by subtracting the normalized pure-water case from
the borated-water case.
The analysis procedure was repeated for B-concentrations of 1500, 2000, 2500
and 3000 ppm and experiments as well as simulations successfully showed, that
the intensity of the 477 keV peak is proportional to the amount of dissolved B
even if the differences do not seem to be significant under usage of 252Cf as neu-
tron source.
The method performed significantly better when applied to similar measure-
ments with an AmBe neutron source instead, demonstrating that the evaluation
of the B-concentration in water is very sensitive to the choice of PSD index [98].
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Figure 7.2: PSD-selected counts plotted as a function of ADC channel for 3500 ppm B. The red
curve represents the measured raw data, blue is normalized pure water and green is subtraction
of both.
7.2 Nuclear Forensics
The field of nuclear forensics concentrates on the development and use of tech-
niques against illicit trafficking of nuclear materials and other criminal activities
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related to radioactive materials. As part of the mission of the IAEA, the objec-
tives of the Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources [99]
lay the foundation for the tasks of national authorities that are involved with
nuclear safety and security. The ”Code of Conduct” explicitly states that ”every
state should establish a national register of radioactive sources” which allows to
identify and trace sources for the purposes of nuclear safeguards.
A convenient way for the identification of nuclear sources is to use source spe-
cific signatures which, apart from serial number, ownership documentation and
visual inspection, can be obtained from physical properties inherent in the source
by age determination, isotope ratio and impurity measurements. Apart from fis-
sile materials, fissionable radionuclides such as 241Am are subject of forensic in-
vestigations as described in paper V. It aims at investigating the possibilities of
using γ spectrometry for finding inherent signatures, i.e. age and impurities, of
strong 241Am sources.
7.2.1 Characterization of strong Am-241 sources
Strong α-emitting sources may undergo nuclear reactions with preferably light
elements, often leading to the emission of neutrons and protons. Elements like
F, Na, Al or Mg may be part of the source encapsulation or occur as impurities
within the source. Additionaly, the product nucleus is usually in an excited state
and will de-excite or decay by the emission of characteristic γ-rays.
For the study presented in paper V, five different 241Am sources were investi-
gated. Part of the characterization of the two strongest sources with a nominal
activity of 185 GBq, was to understand initial γ-measurements where the instru-
ment used for the identification of an unknown source interpreted the presence
of neutrons and 241Am as Pu.
At first, γ-spectra were recorded for all sources with a HPGe detector. The
strongest 241Am sources showed a number of lines not attributed to the radionu-
clide with some of them being Doppler-broadened (1129, 1779 and 1809 keV)
[100]. Additional measurements with liquid scintillation detectors revealed a
considerable neutron flux which was too high to originate from the spontaneous
fission branch of 241Am (3.6·10−10 %) and is thus a result of nuclear reactions
between the α-particles from the source and low-Z elements. These observa-
tions confirm the presence of impurities which may be used as signatures for the
strong 241Am sources.
While the γ-spectrum for pure 241Am records transition energies up to ap-
proximately 1000 keV and has high-intensity lines in the low-energetic region
(up to 100 keV) only, the measured spectrum of the strong sources used in this
study stretches up to about 3000 keV. The measured spectrum for source no. 1
(cf. paper V) is presented in Fig. 7.3 where all of the marked peaks can be related
to nuclear reactions with the stable isotope 23Na. A selection of probable transi-
tions and respective energies, furthermore indicating the origin of the measured
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neutron flux, is presented in Tab. 7.1.
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Figure 7.3: Background-corrected γ-spectrum for strong source of 241Am from measurement
with HPGe detector with indication of origin of certain characteristic lines.
Table 7.1: Selected nuclear reactions between Am and impurities.
nuclear reaction decay mode measured transition energies [keV]
23Na + α → α’ + 23Na∗ stable 440
→ γ + 27Al∗ stable 844 1014
→ p + 26Mg∗ stable 1130 1780 1809 2133 2510 2938
→ n + 26Al 26Al→ β+ + 26Mg 1130 1809 2938
26Mg + α → n + 29Si∗ stable 755 1273 2028 2425
→ p + 29Al 29Al→ β− + 29Si 755 1273 2028
23Na + p → p’ + 23Na∗ stable 440
26Mg + p → γ + 27Al∗ stable 844 1014
23Na + n → γ + 24Na 24Na→ β− + 24Mg 1369
26Mg + n → γ + 27Mg 27Mg→ β− + 27Al 844 1014
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The presence of the characteristic line at 440 keV from the de-excitation of 23Na
leads to the conclusion that it is contained within the sample in form of impu-
rities, either as part of the matrix or the encapsulation of the 241Am source. By
calculating the ratio between the peak areas of well-distinguishable γ-lines from
each isotope - in this case 440 keV for 23Na and 619 keV for 241Am - the relative
concentration of the impurity element can be estimated and thus be used as a
signature for the source. If listed in national and international source libraries,
information on inherent source impurities could be useful for investigations re-
lated to orphan sources and nuclear forensics.
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Simulating Source Distributions in
Humans
In cooperation with the the Division of Radiation Physics at Gothenburg Univer-
sity, a study for calibrating the Whole Body Counter (WBC) available through the
Sahlgrenska Institute was motivated and financially supported by the Swedish
Radiation Safety Authority SSM (Stra˚lsa¨kerhetsmyndigheten) and MSB.
In case of a radiological accident or emergency situation, correctly calibrated
WBCs have to be made available so that one can quickly evaluate the amount
of activity uptake and received dose for minimizing the effects of ionizing ra-
diation to the human body. However, experimental data may be lacking and
numerical simulations in the form of readily available models present a conve-
nient tool for simulating the response of a detector. In recent years, increased
computer power has led to many different designs of mathematical human phan-
toms, which can be used for Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of various measure-
ment geometries [101].
The work that was performed up to this state of the task uses MC simula-
tions of several radionuclide source distributions in a number of computational
phantoms.
8.1 The IRINA phantom
8.1.1 Technical Data
The experimental unified phantom UPh-08T is referred to as IRINA and is made
up of polyethylen (PE) blocks which can be assembled in ways as to represent
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different sizes and geometries of the human body [102]. There are 6 sizes for the
representation of different ages/sizes of humans for dose measurements, cf. Tab.
8.1.
Table 8.1: Sizes of the experimental unified phantom UPh-08T in terms of ”number of PE blocks”,
”phantom mass” and what human size each geometry corresponds to ”corresponding human
size”.
number of PE blocks mass of assembled phantom corresponding human size
full-size / half [kg] age and mass
P1 12 10.6 infant, 1 year, 12 kg
P2 21/6 20.9 child, 6 years, 24 kg
P3 36/28 42.9 teenager, 14 year, 50 kg
P4 69/2 61.5 adult, 70 kg
P5 72/36 77.8 adult, 90 kg
P6 90/40 95.2 adult, 110 kg
The phantoms in standing geometry are assembled according to Fig. 8.1 which,
if examined properly, shows that there are two different sizes to the PE blocks
(P5 as example with blocks in light-green, light-blue, blue and purple approxi-
mately half as thick as the others). Each PE block is traversed by two empty chan-
nels that are used for the insertion of rod radionuclide sources in order to model
internal contamination through homogeneous or localized source distributions.
That way, experimental calibration studies of WBCs are possible. However, only
sources of 60Co, 137Cs and 40K are provided by the UPh-08T and numerical sim-
ulations may be necessary when using the phantom with other sources.
Figure 8.1: Drawing of standing geometry of the experimental unified phantom UPh-08T for all
6 sizes (P5 colored for clarification).
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8.1.2 The IRINA voxel phantom
For the purpose of Monte Carlo simulations, a geometry-file of the modeled ob-
ject has to be defined and thus, a so-called voxel phantom of the UPh-08T was
programmed. The algorithm uses the technical computing language MATLABr
for programming all 6 sizes of the standing geometry of the UPh-08T and are
called IRINA(-P1, -P2,..., -P6) voxel phantoms. The outcome of this procedure is
shortly described in a letter to the editor of the Journal of Radiation Protection
Dosimetry (paper VI) and detailed instructions on how to construct the IRINA
voxel phantoms are given in paper VII.
General conclusions from the report to the Nordic Nuclear Safety Research (NKS)
are the following:
• Since each MC code uses specific geometry definitions it is of interest to pro-
vide a code-independent structure of the voxel phantom. This was achieved
with the provided IRINA voxel phantoms.
• Simulations with the Monte Carlo code GATEv7.0, cf. subsection 8.2.1, were
made to test the validity of the simplifications used for modeling the geom-
etry of a fully-sized PE block. The code was also used to verify the geometry
of the IRINA voxel phantom by comparing the placement of source tubes
(channel for insertion of rod radionuclide sources) and PE blocks in the MC
model to the technical documentation of the experimental unified phantom
UPh-08T.
• All 6 sizes of the standing geometry were successfully programmed in MAT-
LABr and are available through the NKS website.
• The voxel phantoms are defined in terms of material identification num-
bers (ID). Apart from material IDs for PE and air, each source tube has an
individual material ID in order to allow for localized source distributions.
For all IRINA voxel phantoms, maps over these individual material IDs are
available through the NKS website.
8.2 Comparison of Phantoms
Whole-body counting is a well-established method to determine the activity of
radioactive elements in the human body by analyzing the emitted gamma radi-
ation. The measurements may be performed with the aim to check for possible
internal contamination or to estimate an accidental intake of radionuclides. In
its simplest form, this can be achieved by placing a radiation detector close to
the body even if in reality, more advanced technology in the form of specialized
shielded detector configurations is used.
Due to scattering in the body, the measurement signal will depend on the
subject’s size and a suitable calibration is necessary. Apart from the subject’s
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size and geometry, the distribution of the radionuclide within the body has an
impact on the data analysis of such a measurement and if detector systems are
calibrated for a homogeneous distribution, the uncertainty in the estimated ac-
tivity will increase unless the biodistribution of the radionuclides is taken into
account [103].
The following study aims at:
• performing MC simulations for the comparison of two voxel phantoms that
describe the same experimental unified phantom UPh-08T with size P4;
• comparing the outcome of simulations using the computational version of
the UPh-08T phantom (size P4) and the ICRP reference adult male voxel
phantom;
• investigating the impact of biodistribution on the activity estimation by us-
ing 60Co and 140La which, with respect to their difference in biokinetic re-
tention, are relevant examples of nuclides released in a nuclear accident.
8.2.1 Simulations
All simulations were done with the open-source software GATE3 (version v7.0)
[104] which uses the GEANT4 [105] physics libraries for simulations of medicine
imaging and radiation therapy. Sources of 60Co and 140La were defined as ion
sources and the radioactive decay mode was used.
To evaluate the differences between the voxel phantoms, the energy of the
γ-photons incident on five cylindrical volumes were investigated with their size
(radius 6.35 cm and height 5.0 cm) chosen in a way as to represent a medium-
sized detector. The detector volumes are positioned according to source com-
partments, cf. 8.2.2. The simulations hence show how the energy of the incident
γ-photons on a detector, if placed at a cylinder position, changes due to differ-
ences between the voxel phantoms.
8.2.2 IRINA vs. IGOR
Just like the IRINA voxel phantom, the IGOR voxel phantom (size P4 in stand-
ing geometry) is a virtual description of the experimental unified phantom UPh-
08T [106, 107]. While the standing IRINA voxel phantoms were programmed in
MATLABr, the IGOR voxel phantom was created from a computer-tomographic
(CT) scan of the assembled experimental phantom by segmentation of CT-images
[108].
3GEANT4 Application for Tomographic Emission
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Figure 8.2: Illustration for the positioning of a) - d) organ compartments and e) detector volume
positions used in Monte Carlo simulations with GATE. The compartments are: a) lungs, b) liver,
c) intestines and d) urinary content. Grey-shaded compartments symbolize organs according to
the ICRP reference adult male voxel phantom, red-bold lines represent rod radionuclide sources
and grey lines are empty source tubes in the IRINA/IGOR voxel phantoms
Both voxel phantoms are differently parameterized in terms of voxel size and
geometrical details, mostly concerning the amount of air-filled voxels within the
PE blocks. In order to test and validate the performance of the IRINA voxel
phantom, simulations for the comparison with the IGOR voxel phantom are
made [109].
This task uses 4 localized source distributions of 60Co in IRINA and IGOR for
simulations with GATE. The compartments for the localization of sources sym-
bolize the position of organs relevant to activity inhalation and ingestion, i.e.
lungs, liver, intestines and urinary content [110]. For each source distribution,
the energies from 107 decays of 60Co are scored in all five detector volumes and
out of these the energy spectrum with the highest total number of counts was
chosen for the evaluation of the differences between the voxel phantoms. The
total number of counts and the peak-to-total ratios for all localized source distri-
butions in IRINA and IGOR are presented in Tab. 8.2.
The differences in total activity between IRINA and IGOR range between +0.1
and -0.4%. Thus, both approaches for creating voxel phantoms, i.e. the segmen-
tation of CT-images and programming in MATLABr, agree with each other and
render similar results as these differences are on the same order of magnitude as
the statistical error of 0.1%. The amount of un-scattered γ-particles, which is the
peak-to-total ratio, is on average 2.6% larger in IGOR than in IRINA, cf. Tab. 8.2.
This can be attributed to the methods and simplifications that are used to cre-
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ate either voxel phantom: as explained in detail in papers VII and VIII, air-filled
connector holes are filled with PE and gaps between blocks are not modeled in
IRINA. Therefore, the scattering density is larger than in IGOR, which contains
air in a manner as the experimental unified phantom does, so that the peak-to-
total ratio in IRINA is smaller than in IGOR.
Table 8.2: Total number of counts incident on the most responsive detector volume and peak-to-
total ratio for all organ distributions of 60Co to compare IRINA and IGOR.
compartment IRINA IGOR
Total counts
incident on detector
volume
Lungs 613694 614393
difference + 0.11%
Liver 621241 618607
difference - 0.42%
Intestines content 620787 621320
difference + 0.08%
Urinary content 643108 641552
difference - 0.23%
Peak-to-total ratio
γ1 + γ2
Lungs 0.54 0.56
difference + 2.4%
Liver 0.52 0.54
difference + 2.9%
Intestines content 0.58 0.56
difference + 2.3%
Urinary content 0.60 0.61
difference + 2.7%
8.2.3 IRINA vs. ICRP
The ICRP reference adult male voxel phantom [111] serves as a standard for vali-
dating the simulations with the IRINA voxel phantom. Representing a human of
length 176 cm and weight 73 kg, the measures of the ICRP reference adult male
voxel phantom compare to the P4 geometry of the IRINA voxel phantom which
is supposed to represent a 170.5 cm tall adult of weight 70 kg. The ICRP refer-
ence adult male voxel phantom was also used for assigning the position of the
aforementioned 4 compartments, cf. Fig. 8.2.
Similar to the previous case, cf. subsection 8.2.2, 107 Bq of 60Co were evenly
distributed in all organ compartments and the whole-body. The results of the
simulations with GATE are presented in Tab. 8.3. Here, the deviations between
the voxel phantoms for the localized source distributions are on the order of 3%
even though the organ geometries differ a lot from each other, cf. Fig. 8.2.
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Interestingly, the number of counts incident on the detector volume for the whole-
body distribution in the ICRP reference adult male voxel phantom is more than
10% smaller than in the IRINA voxel phantom. The reason for the discrepancies
between the two phantoms is much likely attributed to their differences in size
and geometry: the IRINA voxel phantom is not only 5.5 cm shorter and has a
larger upper body than the ICRP reference adult male voxel phantom, but also
the true mass of the experimental unified phantom in P4 standing geometry dif-
fers by 11.5kg from the ICRP reference adult male voxel phantom and is thus
15.8% lighter, cf. Tab. 8.1. As a result of this, the densities of the phantoms but
also the amount of other tissue between source and detector volume are differ-
ent for the two phantoms so that fewer particles are scattered by the IRINA voxel
phantom, leading to a higher number of counts incident on the detector volume.
The performed simulations helped to quantify the differences between the
phantoms and may be useful for comparisons towards experimental results.
Table 8.3: Total number of counts incident on the most responsive detector volume for whole-
body and all organ distributions of 60Co to compare IRINA and ICRP.
compartment IRINA IGOR
Total counts
incident on detector
volume
Whole-body 272907 235769
difference -13.6%
Lungs 613694 618140
difference + 0.72%
Liver 621241 599608
difference - 3.62%
Intestines content 620787 609318
difference - 1.85%
Urinary content 643108 625750
difference - 2.69%
8.2.4 Effect of biodistribution on WBC calibration
In an emergency situation it may be necessary to quickly estimate the amount
of activity of a contaminated individual and whole-body counting is commonly
applied in that respect. However, the uncertainty of such measurement results
depends on the calibration of the system which in turn may vary in accordance
to its setup and geometry. The following study simulates a realistic distribution
of 140La [112] in the human body and shows how the amount of incident photons
on a detector volume compares to a whole-body source distribution such as often
used for system calibrations.
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Simulations of 107 Bq of 140La concentrated in the liver and distributed through-
out the human body are performed with the IRINA-P4 voxel phantom and the
ICRP reference adult male voxel phantom. As previously, only the detector vol-
ume with the largest sum of incident particles was used for the data analysis.
The normalized energy spectra for the two distributions are used to compare
both voxel phantoms and are given by Fig. 8.3. In the case of the whole-body
simulation, both phantoms render more or less the same spectrum shape. When
all activity is contained within the liver compartment, it is seen that the gamma
particles scatter less in IRINA than in ICRP since for IRINA, the peak-to-total
ratio is higher than for ICRP.
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Figure 8.3: Normalized energy spectrum for 140La in whole-body and liver for the comparison
of IRINA and ICRP.
The biokinetic model for 140La indicates that 60% of the activity in the human
body upon uptake in blood accumulates in the liver while the remaining 40% are
distributed throughout the whole-body [113]. For determining the total activity
received after the uptake of any radioisotope, it is necessary to calculate its reten-
tion over time which for the case of 140La in the liver is a combined function of
two exponentials that use the specific biological and physical half-lifes. Weigh-
ing the simulated energy spectra, according to this biokinetic model, results in
Fig. 8.4. It is then observed that the spectrum of the 60/40 source distribution
exhibits a higher number of counts than the whole-body distribution.
These differences are calculated and summarized in Tab. 8.4, showing the
average ratio between the two cases for a number of relevant energy regions.
For simulations with IRINA, the ratio decreases from around 1.7 to 1.5 for the
intervals. A similar trend but of higher magnitude is observed for the γ-lines,
i.e. from more than 2 to 1.8. Here, an energy-dependence is observed which may
be of interest when measurement setups are sensitive to energy. For simulations
with the ICRP reference adult male voxel phantom, the ratio between the two
distributions is approximately constant at 1.85.
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Conclusively, the results quantify the differences between homogeneous and lo-
calized source distributions for different phantoms and may be helpful when
comparisons towards experiments shall be made.
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Figure 8.4: Energy spectrum for 140La for IRINA to compare whole-body vs. maximum retention
in liver.
Table 8.4: Ratio between spectra of the 60/40 retention and whole-body distributions for detector
volume in height with the liver for significant energy intervals for simulations with IRINA and
ICRP.
Energy [MeV] IRINA ICRP
0.03 - 0.32 1.72 1.88
γ1 = 0.328 2.07 1.85
0.33 - 0.48 1.56 1.83
γ2 = 0.487 2.01 1.90
0.49 - 0.81 1.47 1.74
γ3 = 0.815 1.96 1.89
0.82 - 1.59 1.46 1.74
γ4 = 1.596 1.86 1.84
γ5 = 2.521 1.84 1.91
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9
Summary
9.1 Part I - Material Research
The Chalmers Pulsed Positron Beam was calibrated by expressing the positron
penetration depth as a function of high-voltage positron acceleration. Experi-
mental and calculated depth profiles show that the point of annihilation within
a metallic lattice moves by approximately 20 nm per keV. This information is in-
teresting for investigations concerning the depth of lattice defects that may be
created by means of irradiation procedures.
For the simulation of neutron-induced radiation damage, the international
GETMAT and the national GENIUS project use self-ion irradiation experiments.
The mechanisms of damage production with either neutrons or ions differ sub-
stantially from each other but the advantages of ion-irradiation procedures
strongly motivate the development of theoretical and experimental models for
the emulation of neutron-damage with ions. PALS is used a very sensitive tool
for the investigation of vacancy-type radiation-induced material damage and it
was shown that the micro-structural material properties are governed by a num-
ber of processes directly related to the irradiation procedure. Here, irradiation
dose and temperature appear to be coupled in a difficult manner which within
GETMAT is strongly related to the irradiation/heating time. Kinematic effects
like defect migration and recombination were observed when changing the or-
der of ion-energy. The involvement within GETMAT and GENIUS was aimed
at studying the radiation resistance of FeCr alloys of varying chemical compo-
sition. With respect to that, our conclusions were not successful. Instead it was
shown that the formation of large voids or other positron-sensitive structures
such as dislocation loops are strongly influenced by the parameters of the irra-
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diation procedure. For reliable conclusions on experimental defect mechanisms
with slow positrons it is thus of stressed, that the number of variables in an irra-
diation experiment should be kept small since phenomena regarding the kinetics
of lattice defects are coupled in a complicated manner.
9.2 Part II - Nuclear Safeguards and Emergency Preparedness
Different detection techniques were successfully applied for measurements rele-
vant to the research field of safeguards.
With the help of Pulse Shape Discrimination upon data obtained from liquid
scintillator detectors it was shown that the presence of B in water changes the
shape of the signal due to large variations in the γ energies resulting from the
absorption of neutrons in the relevant isotopes B and H. This information can
be used to estimate the amount of B in water which in turn can be applied as a
correction factor to imaging techniques used for the evaluation of the content in
a facility for the storage of spent fuel.
The liquid scintillator of type EJ-309 was also used for confirming measure-
ments of neutrons released from a strong 241Am source. High-resolution energy
spectra as obtained by a HPGe detector were evaluated and could be used for
the characterization of source-inherent impurities. Impurities may be important
signatures for the archival storage of source properties and other relevant data
in national libraries which are stipulated by the IAEA for quick and simplified
access to information necessary for nuclear forensics or orphan source investiga-
tions.
Work within the field of emergency preparedness was performed on base of
Monte Carlo simulations. Estimations on the received dose in case of an emer-
gency often use activity measurements which may lack accuracy due to the mea-
surement setup and geometry as well as the distribution of a radioactive source
within the human body. The simulations use geometry files, referred to as voxel
phantoms, that differ in parametrization. While the ICRP reference adult male
voxel phantom is based on real human data, the IGOR and IRINA phantoms are
virtual descriptions of the UPh-08T unified phantom and were obtained by ei-
ther CT-image segmentation or numerical programming, respectively. All voxel
phantoms were compared towards each other and showed good agreement. Thus,
the algorithm for the programming of the IRINA voxel phantom could be proven
valid and, due to its benefits of being general, simple and fast, the IRINA voxel
phantom should be used for WBC calibration purposes. It was also presented,
that distributions of 140La on base of its biokinetic retention alter the activity es-
timation and, if applicable, isotope-specific processes should be regarded for the
correct calibration of activity and dose measurement setups.
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9.3 Outlook
There are a number of different ideas on how to develop the findings of the pre-
sented research.
For the increased accuracy of lifetime measurements with the available PALS
equipment and thus, further defect studies, a number of modifications to the
Chalmers pulsed positron beam would be advantageous:
• For more efficient and statistically relevant PALS measurements, the
positron source might be exchanged since the present 22Na source is older
than 3 half-lifes which reduces the number of emitted positrons in compar-
ison to the time when the measurements were performed in the first place.
• Crucial for an increased time-resolution of the annihilation lifetime spec-
trum is the design of the chopper/buncher system which ideally should
produce mono-energetic positron pulses. It is primarily the chopper that
controls the properties of the pulse and advancements regarding the op-
eration frequency and signal shape (sine vs. rectangular) would have a
beneficial impact on the time-resolution.
• Other ideas for increasing the performance of the Chalmers pulsed positron
beam relate to increasing the trapping probability by sample cooling and
further increase in time resolution by using a digitalized data acquisition
system as discussed for positron beam advances [114–116].
With regard to the performed depth profiling for the calibration of the
Chalmers pulsed positron beam, it would be of great value to use the Au-layered
samples measurements in similar beam laboratories for the validation of our
findings from experiment and simulation.
Concerning defect studies with the help of positron annihilation, it should be
emphasized that ion-irradiation experiments for the simulation of neutron dam-
age have to be performed under detailed control of irradiation conditions such
as temperature exposure and/or time. For a deep understanding of experiments
on radiation-induced lattice defects one would like to use pure elements in order
to keep the number of variable parameters low.
Ideas for the future of the work presented in the second part of the thesis are as
follows:
The proposed method on the independent evaluation of the B content in wa-
ter has evolved into new approaches to the issue and is studied further for future
applications [117].
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Information on source impurities may be implemented within national li-
braries and used as complementary signatures for the identification of sources
in national libraries.
Lastly, the project related to simulations with IRINA is supposed to be contin-
ued in the form of real WBC measurements and calibrations by using the exper-
imental unified phantom UPh-08T and subsequent comparisons to simulations
of the setup. A number of different sources and distributions according to their
biokinetic retention should be used.
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